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GASOLINE RAILWAY SECTION CARS AND THEIR MOTORS. 
INTRODUCTION:
During the past f iv e  years there has been a very 
intense development in the mechanical departments of 
American railways. The change to larger engines, 
equipped with fuel saving devices, such as superheaters, 
and feedwater heaters, has resulted in a very marked 
increase in e ffic ien cy . In the meantime the track 
department has not kept pace with th is development.
At the present time operating o f f ic ia ls  are d irecting 
th e ir  attention towards remedying this condition. Screw 
spike t ie  plated track is being tried  quite extensively 
and though the in it ia l  expense is high the results seem 
to ju s t ify  it s  adoption. The cost o f track maintenance 
is  a very large item in the operation expense. Track 
labor, for example, amounts to about ten percent o f the 
tota l operating charge of a railroad. Furthermore the 
scarcity of track laborers and the consequent reduction 
in th e ir e ffic ien cy  is  becoming a very serious problem. 
One of the best ways of correcting th is is  by reducing 
the amount of manual labor and making as many mechanical 
operations as oossible. Among the best devices for th is
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purpose is  the gasoline section car. The absence of 
the necessity o f pumping a hand car, which is  a very 
disagreeable task, especia lly in hot weather, melees 
it  easier to hold laborers and also tends to make a 
better class o f men w illin g  to enter track service. 
Furthermore the men accomplish more when they reach 
th e ir work, i f  they have a motor car, because o f the 
fact that- they are not t ir e d  out.
There is a certain prejudice among some r a i l ­
road o f f ic ia ls  against motor cars, for two reasons: 
F irs t - The delays for repairs, and Second - 
Accidents. The f i r s t  o f these reasons should have 
l i t t l e  weight i f  a good car is  used and the proper 
inspection made. The best makes o f cars now on the 
market g ive very l i t t l e  trouble, even when operated 
by such inexperienced mechanics as the a verage section 
foreman. The accidents due to motor cars can be 
avoided by proper rules regarding th e ir  running. No 
section car should be geared to run at much more than 
twenty-five m iles per hour. i heir use on very con­
gested track is , undoubtedly, dangerous and o f very 
questionable value.
Special gangs can also use motors to great 
advantage. Bridge gangs, fo r  example, need such a
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means o f conveyance since th e ir  te rr ito ry  is  necessar­
i ly  large. The use o f motor cars in automatic signal 
inspection is also advantageous, though in th is ser­
vice the small velocipede type car may be used. The 
paint gangs should also be provided with them. In 
cases o f emergency, such as washouts and wrecks the 
motor cars are extremely valuable, fo r a large number 
of men can be brought to the place o f the trouble in 
a short time by means o f them.
Another f ie ld  fo r  the motor cars lie s  in th e ir  
use as power plants for the section forces. In the 
case o f screw spike track i t  is very necessary to have 
some mechanical means of d r i l l in g  holes and inserting 
or talcing out the spikes. I f  the engine o f a motor 
car is o f su ffic ien t power, i t  can very easily  be 
equipped to do th is work. In fact the Au Tra Kars 
are so equipped. A s t i l l  further development o f 
this service is the use o f mechanically driven r a i l  
saws, d r i l ls ,  and tampers* The f i r s t  two of these, 
especially .should be of great value. In the best track 
practice i t  is now customary to.saw the ra ils  in switch 
work. This is both slow and expensive when done by 
hand, but should be neither when done mechanically.
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The actual reduction of track maintenance, due 
to the use o f motor cars for section work, is rather 
d if f ic u lt  to estimate. Most o f the roads which have 
tr ied  them report very marked savings, ranging from 
ten to f i f t y  percent. The saving is , o f course, great 
est on branch lin e  service. When hand cars are re­
placed by motors the sections can, usually, be prac­
t ic a lly  doubled in length, thus dispensing with the 
services o f half the ioremen. Of course, in this 
case several more men must be added to the force.
For example, take a d is tr ic t  with ten mile sections 
having four men and a foreman to each. By in s ta ll­
ing motor cars, these sections can be lengthened to 
twenty miles with a force o f one foreman and six 
men. The re la tive  cost per month for twenty miles 
w ill then be as follow s, figu ring the wages o f foreman 








Fuel fo r c a r ,..
Repairs fo r car, 4.00
TOTAL.........  207.00
The cost o f fuel and repairs is an average re­
sult obtained in various t r ia ls .  This shows a saving 
o f over th irty  percent fo r  the motor car. The f i r s t
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cost o f the various motor cars on the market varies 
from $200.00 to $400.00.
Another saving which i t  is  impossible to e s t i­
mate closely is  that due to the elimination of work 
trains. I f  a car with reserve power, such as an Au 
Tra Kar, is used, i t  is  possible to haul loads of 
t ie s  and other material which might otherwise require 
a work tra in , which entails a large expense.
As a result o f the increasing demand for motor
cars a considerable number o f types are now on the
market. The most practica l o f these are the fo llow ing:
Sheffie ld  No. 14,
Sh effie ld  No. 2b,
Buda Co., No. 14,
Au Tra Kar.
The construction deta ils  o f each o f these cars 
are as fo llow s:
f ie ld  Ho. 14:
Maker o f car - Fairbanks-Morse Co.
ilausfc - 4 ’ 8-1/2".
JQaftfil haa& - 4* 3".
Axles - Front, 1-3/4" diameter; back 1-1/2" 
diameter.
Pedestals - Cast iron with springs placed over
axle boxes.
Special hard brasses.
1-rame - Constructed o f angle irons riveted  to 
gusset p lates, pine flo o r  and seat.
Brake - Wooden shoes on rear wheel operated by 
toe lever. Reverse lever can be used in engine is 
running.
Power - One, 4-1/2" x 4-1/2", cylinder, 4-cycle 
vertica l engine, water cooled. Oiled by gre.vity o i l in g  
system, battery ign ition . Sheffie ld  carburetor.
Transmission - Planetary system on engine shaft. 
Two speeds ahead and one reverse. Direct drive has 
ratio of 3 to 1 between jack shaft and driving sheels 
when used in high speed gear. Slow speed ahead s.nd 
reverse are about the same, or seven miles per hour.
Drive - Roller chain.
Control - Spark and th ro ttle  levers controlled 
by levers placed on front seat. High speed and re­
verse operated by hand lever; slow speed ahead, by 
foot pedal.
Muffler - Sh effie ld .
Starting engine - Started by means o f starting  
crank; when not in use put in box under foot bos,rd.
Gasoline .supply - Under back seat, 
two and one-half gallons.
Contains
7Sheffie ld  No. 14 Car,
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water supply - Under front seat. Contains two 
and three-fourths gallons. Circulation kept up by 
means o f centrifugal pump on end o f engine shaft.
Radiator - Horizontal tube type with brass fins 
attached for cooling surface.
heating arrangement - Car is  arranged with cross 
seat in front and longitudinal seat in rear, capable 
of seating nine men.
Tool box - Under back seat.
Dimensions - 7 ’ 2" long; 5’ 2" wide; 4* 2" high.
Weight - With ga.soline tank f i l l e d ,  1,260 pounds.
£Jaa£ü eld
Maker o f car - Fairbanks-Morse Co.
Wheel3 - Pressed steel wheel rim. l 6" with
wooden center.
Axles - Diameter 1-1/2H.
Pedestals - Ca3t  iron, so lid .
Boxes - Special hard brasses.
Frame - Wood.
Brake - Wooden shoes on a l l  wheels operated by 
hand lever.
9Sh effie ld  No. 26 Motor Gar.
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Power - Two, 4” x 4-1/2", cylinders, 2-cycle, 
horizontal a ir  cooled engine. Cylinders and crank 
shaft o iled  by o i l  introduced in gasoline. Schebler 
carburetor.
Transmission - None.
Drive - Direct connected.
Control - Spark end th ro ttle  levers controlled 
from s eat.
Muffler - None.
Starting engine - By pushing car.
Gasoline sutmlv - Under seat.
’water supply - None.
Radiator - None.
Seating arrangement - *our men on each side of 
car. Capable o f seating eight men.
Tool box - Under seat.
Dimensions - 7 ' long; 5' 2" side; 2 ' 10" high.
Weight - 742 pounds.
M s ,  N.cu-14
Maker o f car - Buda Co.
Qfluga - 8- 1/2". •
Wheel base - 4 ’ 4-1/4".
Wheels - Pressed s tee l, 20".
11
Buda Car,
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Axles - 1-3/4" s tee l.
Pedestals - Hone.
Boxes - Brass bearings, o i l  waste ce lla rs .
Frame - Ash, steel braced and bolted together, 
white pine floo rin g  and seat.
Brake - Hand lever with a wooden brake head 
on each o f the four wheels; very e f fe c t iv e .  Also 
use transmission as brake i f  engine is running.
Power - Two, 4-1/2" x 4-1/2", cylinders.
Double opposed a ir  cooled; battery ign ition , separate 
fan in front; o i l  force feed; Kingston carburetor.
Has removable head on cylinders.
Transmission - Friction  disc.
Drive. - Roller chain from disc wheel to 
driving a,xle.
Control - Spark th ro tt le  and by sh ift in g  
transmission.
M uffler - Buda.
Starting engine - Starting crank, which is 
taken oi f  and put in too l box when not in use.
Gasoline supply - Ten gallons in two tanks 
under front seat.
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afokar- supfllx - Hone.
Radiator - Hone.
Seating arrangedent - Car is  arranged with 
cross seat in front and longitudinal seat in rear. 
Capable o f seating nine men.
Tool box - Under back seat and d r iv e r ’ s seat. 
Dimensions - Length over a l l  7*4-", width 
over a l l  5 ,4", height over a l l  4' 10".
Weight - With gas tank and lubricator f i l l e d  
1389 pounds.
MJx&.-Kar
Maker o f car - Railway Tool & Specialty Co. 
Humber o f car - 29 and 37.
GftUgg * 4» 8- 1/2".
I f r e s l  -  4 ’ .
Wheels - Pressed s tee l, 20".
Axles - Seamless tubing 2".
P-g.4e$,tal,3. - Hone.
Boxes - Bronze.
Frame - Michigan elm, with stee l bracing and
floo r o f white pine. Body o f white pine. i’ loor 
covered with corrugated steel sheeting.
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Au Tra Kar
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Brake - Brass wheel with steel band fastened 
to toe brake; clutch may also be used as brake.
Power - Type "B" or "C" two-cylinder motor. 
Type "B" having 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” cylinders and type 
"C” 4-1/2” x 5~1/4M. Engine double opuosed, a ir  
cooled. Oiled by gravity  system; ign ition  system 
by means of battery and Bosch magneto; Bell carbu­
retor.
Transmission - Special clutch g iv in g  same
speed backward as forward. Same lever used for the 
two speeds. Ratio of revolution o f motor to that o f 
driving wheels is 4 to 1. (ROTE: In the car equipp­
ed with type "C” engine th is ra tio  was 2.48 to 1 .)
Brive - R o ller sprocket chain from jack shaft 
to drive wheel.
Control - Located below seat.
M uffler - Special design.
Starting - By means o f s tarting  crank, kept
in too l box when not in use.
Gasoline suddI v - Ten gallons in tank back o f
seat.
Mater supply - Rone.
Radiator - None.
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Seating arrangement - Three face front o f car 
and three face back o f car.
-■■o jI  box - Under seat.
Dimensions - Length 7 * 1M; width 4 , 3"; height 
4'2-1/2"
Weight - With gas tank and lubricator f i l l e d  
1113 pounds.
i M C m i M :
In order to determine the re la t iv e  merits o f 
these four makes o f cars, complete tests were ma.de. 
These tests were divided into two parts: (1 ) the 
road tests of the cars under service conditions, 
and (2 ) the rack tests o f the engines. The f i r s t  
o f these w ill  be taken up f i r s t  in th is report.
M T iiM :
The road runs were made on the Atchison branch 
between Topeka and hortonville , a distance of th irty - 
three m iles. The p ro file  o f th is track is very 
irregu lar. The grade is  generally ascending from 
Topeka, to Hock Creek, with a maximum of 1.1 percent. 
From Hock Creek to Valley Falls the grade is generally 
descending with a 1.2 percent maximum, except from 
mile post 32 to 30, which is a 1.12 percent ascending
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grade. From Valley Falls to Nortonville  there is  
an almost continuous ascending grade o f 1 percent, 
and 1.2 percent. This p ro fi le  is shown in the charts 
on page 24.
The gasoline consumption was calculated from 
readings of gauges mounted on each side o f  gasoline 
tank, which had been calibrated. The temperature 
of the cylinder walls was measured by means o f a 
1000-degree Hoskins’ e le c tr ic  pyrometer, the couples 
being placed between the end fins o f the cylinders 
on the exhaust side o f the engine and covered with 
asbestos.
M D IX IQIL Oy .GiiftS:
Sheffie ld  Ho 14: This car bad been over­
hauled in shop shortly before tests, having new piston 
rings placed in piston and valves ground; also a l l  
parts o f engine and frame were tightened and driv ing 
clutches adjusted. The car was not in firs t-c la s s  
condition, however, as i t  had been in service several 
years. The engine was badly out o f balance and as 
a result the car rode very hard at speeds above twenty 
miles per hour.
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Sheffie ld  I.o . 26: This car was in f i r s t -
class condition. I t  had been in service for some­
time, but was thoroughly over-hauled before tes ts .
Buda: This car was new and in perfect con­
d ition . The engine was thoroughly broken in on the 
rack before any tests were made.
Au Tra Kar: The Au Tra Kars used were both
new and in f ir s t -c la s s  condition. Engines were 
thoroughly broken in before tes ts .
Only the to ta l consumption o f lubricating o i l  
was calculated. The time o f starts and stops, also 
passing o f m ile posts were noted. A continuous 
record o f the position of the th ro tt le  and spark lever 
was kept. A ll delays were accounted for and charged 
either to car or as unavoidable, in order to get com­
parative e ffic ien c ie s .
The fo llow ing charts show graphically the 
results o f each run and the inserted sheets g ive the 
running log;
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ShaUi eld .Car ijg,. 14;,
The start from Topeka was made at 8:57 A. M. 
with a load o f 721 pounds. The weather wo.s cloudy.
I t  was necessary to slow down at m ile post 48 for 
section men to get out o f the way. Betv/een mile 
posts 45 and 44 the lubricator came loose from the 
cylinder, and screw holes in cylinder allowed the 
cooling water to escape. At ^eriden engine stopped 
and upon examination i t  was found that the gasoline 
had run out o f tank, gauge glass having become d is­
connected. Tank was again f i l l e d  and run continued 
to between m ile posts 33 and 32, where wire became 
disconnected from batteries , the engine dying before 
cause was determined. At Valley Falls a stop was 
made for dinner. At m ile post 24 there was a stop 
on account o f section men having track blocked.
Between here and hortonville  i t  was necessary to 
stop and f i l l  water tank four times. Time o f a rr iva l 
in hortonville  was 2:12 P.M. The to ta l time o f run 
was 314.4 minutes, o f which time 97 minutes i 3 charge­
able to engine and 126.6 minutes due to meets, meals, 
etc. The actual running time was 90.7 minutes.
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BuH-2 :
The lubricator was fastened securely to cylinder 
before starting back from Nortonville , and at 2:45 P.M. 
a start was made with a load o f 721 pounds. The only 
time lost was in waiting fo r  section men to get out 
of way and stopping for orders at Valley F a lls , Rock 
Creek and Meriden. Time o f a rriva l in Topeka was
4:57 P.M. The to ta l time o f run was 151*5 minutes, 
of which time 41.1 minutes is  chargeable to meets and 
waits on section gangs. The actual running time was
90.5 minutes.
fiW Lj:
Started from Topeka 9*26 A.M. with a load of 
1002 pounds. The weather was cloudy and temperature 
was about J2  degrees Fahr. Had to stop at Kilmer, 
between mile posts 37 and 36, on account of los ing 
screws from lubricator brace and water escaping from 
cooler jacket. At m ile post 29 engine died on account 
of the sparker ja rrin g  out o f adjustment. At m ile 
post 27 wire became disconnected from battery, caus­
ing engine to die. Stopped at Valley Falls fo r 
dinner and at Nichols for a meet. Arrived in  Norton- 
f i l l e  at 2:11 P.M. The to ta l time o f run was 285.8
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minutes, of' which 52*7 minutes is  chargeable 
to the engine and 134.4 to meets and other un­
avoidable delays. Actual running time was 
98.7 minutes.
M lA:
Started from Nortonville at 2:25 P.M. with 
a load o f 1002 pounds. 7/eather wa3 cloudy and 
temperature 80 degrees Fahr. The f i r s t  stop was 
just beyond mile post 20, account o f lin e  gang 
on track. Stopped at Valley Falls for orders. 
Engine died between m ile posts 33 and 34, on 
account o f wire to battery becoming disconnected. 
Stopped at Meriden fo r  orders. The buzzer on 
induction c o il jarred out o f adjustment between 
mile posts 47 and 48, causing engine to die.
Arrived at Topeka at 4:46 P.M. The to ta l runn­
ing time was 140.5 minutes, o f which time, 3.9 min­
utes was chargeable to engine and 30.2 minutes 
due to meets and unavoidable delays. The actual 
running time was 106.4 minutes.
Run 5:
Started from Topeka at 9:50 A.M. The 
weather was clear, with a temperature o f 62 deg-
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grees Fahr. The load consisted of a load of t ie s  on 
a push car, with six men. of th is load, 485 pounds
was on motor car and weight o f push car with load 
was 3718 pounds, making a to ta l load of 4203 pounds. 
The engine could not handle the load on high speed up 
to mile post 45, th is being up grade. High speed 
was used down grade to m ile cost 42. The clutches 
slipned so badly that between here and Rock Creek 
they had to be adjusted three times. They also 
became very warm. Arrived at Rock Creek at 12:05 
P. M. The to ta l time was 2 hours, 15 minutes
20 seconds. The time lo s t due to engine repairs was
21 minutes and 44 seconds; time los t due to train  
meets a.nd delays was 30 minutes and 30 seconds, mak­
ing the actual running time 82.9 minutes. At Rock 
Creek a part of load wa.3 removed and 485 pounds was 
carried on motor car, together with 1060 pounds, 
weight o f push car and load, making a to ta l of 1545 
pounds. Stopped at Rock Creek 25 minutes. Reached 
Valley Halls at 12:59 with no further engine troubles 
or delays. Actual running time was 28 minutes 10 
seconds. For the run from Topeka, to ta l time was
3 hours, 8 minutes and 55 seconds, o f which time 21 
minutes 55 seconds was time lost due to engine f a i l ­
ures, and 55 minutes and 55 seconds was time los t
due to meets and unavoidable delays. ¿'he actual 
running time was 111.1 minutes.
film .4:
Started from Valley Falls at 3:06 P.M. Weather 
was clear and temperature 78 degrees Fahr. Had a load 
of 485 pounds on motor car and 1060 pounds on loaded 
push car, making a to ta l load o f 154-5 pounds. The high 
speed clutch slipped on th is run but no stops were made 
on th is account. At Meriden stopped for orders and 
were held up by section gang at North Topeka. Arrived 
in Topeka at 4:47 P.M. The to ta l running time was 
1 hour, 41 minutes and ZJ seconds, o f which 11 min­
utes and 10 seconds were lost in stops, making actual 






















Sheffie ld  Oar lio^26;
EuaJ
Started from Topeka, 8:35 A.M., with four men, 
making a load o f 6l0 pounds. The weather wa3 c lear. 
Four stops were made on tr ip ; at Meriden to reg is ter, 
between mile post 33 and 32 for a meet, between m ile 
posts 32 and 31 for steel gang, and at Valley Falls 
for orders. Arrived at Nortonville 10:05 A.M. No 
time was los t by meets and unavoidable delays. The 
to ta l time on road was 1 hour, 30 minutes. Actual 
running time was 1 hour, 12 minutes and 45 seconds.
Run 2 :
Started from N ortonville 10:18 A.M. with four 
men, making a load o f 6l0 pounds. The weather was 
clear and wind retarded progress s lig h t ly . Made 
four stops on tr ip ;  between mile posts 22 and 23 for 
gasoline clogging up, at Valley Falls fo r dinner, 
between mile posts 31 ana 32 for stee l gang, at Meri­
den for orders, and at Kilmer for meet. Arrived in 
Topeka 1:0? P.M. The to ta l time was 2 hours, 54 
njinutes. No time was lost due to engine. Time 




Started, from Topeka 7 '.Jo A.M. with f iv e  men 
and a push car with 580 pounds load on i t .  The to ta l 
load was 2156 pounds. The weather was cloudy and 
wind at back. At m ile post 45 the engine s ta lled  
and the car had to be pushed up to top o f h i l l  by 
hand. Stopped at Meriden Junction to reg is te r  and 
at Meriden for orders. Stopped at Rock Creek and had 
to push car and load to top of h i l l  before i t  would 
start. At mile post $0-1/2  engine s ta lled  and had 
to push car $i/ 4 o f a m ile before i t  started. Stopped 
at Valley Falls for orders. Between mile posts 21 
and 20 pushed car 1/2 mile before i t  would s ta rt.
Left load at Nichols and proceeded to Nortonville 
with 856 pounds load. Arrived at Nortonville 10:44. 
Time on road $ hours, 8 minutes. Time lost due to 
engine 51 minutes. Time lost due to unavoidable 
delays 38 minutes. The actual running time was 
1 hour 39 minutes.
M x A l
Started from Nortonville 10:53 A.M., with fiv e  
men on car, making a load o f 856 pounds. The weather 
was cloudy with a strong head wind retarding progress,
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and the temperature J2  degrees Fahr. At Nichols the 
push car and load were taken on, making a load of 
2156 pounds. Had to push car and load up h i l l  from 
Nichols and the car was pushed most o f the way to 
Valley Fa lls . Took dinner in Valley Falls and le f t  
push car and load there. Between mile post3 31 and
32 the spark co il came out o f adjustment. At m ile 
post 53 the car s ta lled  and car was pushed one m ile 
to get i t  started. Stopped at Rock Creek fo r  a 
meet and at Meriden and Meriden Junction to reg is te r. 
Between mile posts 41 and 42 the timer came loose on 
shaft and required adjustment. Arrived in Topeka 
2:56 P.M. The time on road was 4 hours 3 minutes, 
of which time 1 hour 11 minutes was due to engine 
d if f ic u lt ie s  and 1 hour 21 minutes due to unavoid­
able delays, making the actual running time 1 hour
33 minutes.
M i
Started from Topeka 8:24 AM, with four men and 
a push car with 580 pounds on i t .  The to ta l load 
was 1955 pounds. The weather was c lear and temper­
ature 77 degrees Fahr. Shortly a fte r  starting the 
timer turned on shaft. At mile post 45 engine
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sta lled  and car with load had to be pushed to top of 
h i l l .  Stopped at Kilmer fo r a meet and at Meriden 
to reg is ter. Between Meriden and Rock Creek the 
wiring gave considerable trouble. Between m ile 
posts 27 and 26 gasoline pipe clogged up. Between 
mile posts 22 and 21 the same trouble was experienced 
with gasoline pipe and considerable trouble exper­
ienced in starting. Between mile posts 19 and l8 
engine sta lled , but when allowed to cool started w ell. 
Arrived at Nortonville 12:43 P.M. The to ta l time on 
road was 4 hours 19 minutes. The time los t due 
to engine repairs was 1 hour 30 minutes, and to un­
avoidable delays 5& minutes. ¿'he actual running 
time was 1 hour 53 minutes.
Run 6 :
Started from N ortonville 12:58 P.M. with four 
men and a push car with 580 pounds load, making a 
to ta l o f 1955 pounds . The weather wa3 c lear and 
temperature 77 degrees Fahr. with a heavy head wind.
At Nichols the gasoline pipe clogged up. Between 
Mile post3 23 and 24 the timer moved out o f adjust­
ment. Stopped for dinner at Valley Falls and then 
went to m ile post 28 for a meet. The car could
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not be started from there and a fte r  pushing car two 
miles by band, the push car with load was l e f t  and 
start made with motor car and men only, making a load 
of 633 pounds. Stopped at mile post 33. due to 
steel gang, and engine could not be started on th is 
h i l l  so car was pushed one mile by hand. Stopped 
at Meriden for orders and arrived  at Topeka 7:04 P.M. 
Ahe actual running time was 6 hours 6 minutes, o f which 
time 1 hour 31 minutes was due to engine and 2 hours 
56 minutes to unavoidable delays. •‘■he actual runn­
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Started from Topeka at 10:23 A.M. with a load 
on motor car consisting o f f iv e  men, or 863 pounds. 
The weather was clear. In s ta rtin g  out o f North 
Toneka yards the sprocket chain which drives the 
mechanical o i le r  came o f f .  At m ile post 42 engine 
died. Carburetor was adjusted. Between Meriden 
Junction and Meriaen the chain on mechanical o i le r  
broke and was lo s t .  A fter th is  had to 3top every 
six or eight miles to change o i l  in crank case and 
adjust the transmission, which clipped badly.
Arrived at Nortonville 2:31 P.M. The to ta l time 
was 248:25 minutes, o f which 39:5 ipinute3 are charge­
able to engine repairs and 107 minutes to meets and 
unavoidable delays. •‘■he actual running time was 
101.6 minutes.
Bun 2 :
No data was taken on return tr ip . Start from 
Nortonville was not made until 9:00 P.M., and i t  was 
too dank for observations to be taken.
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Run 5:
Started from Topeka at 10:50 A.M. Weather 
was clear and temperature 37 degrees Fahr. The 
load consisted of 4750 pounds. At m ile post 48 
engine died. Gleaned spark plugs and proceeded.
V
The fr ic t io n  transmission was slipping badly and could 
not take the load up the grade at th is  point between 
m ile posts 47 and 46, so one-half o f load on push car 
was discarded. A lteration was made in carburetor, 
spark plugs cleaned and fr ic t io n  wheel made to bear 
harder against f ly  wheel, and car then started.
At mile post 45 the remainder o f load on push car 
was removed. I t  had taken 1 hour and 15 minutes to 
g? the f iv e  m iles. From here the car proceeded with 
a load of 1330 pounds, having no trouble except s lipp ­
ing o f transmission. Arrived in Kortonville  at 2:50 
P.M. The to ta l time was4 hours and 30 seconds, o f 
which 17 minutes was los t, due to engine repairs and 
112.9 minutes, due to meets and unavoidable delays.
The actual running time was 120.5 minutes.
Run 4 :
Started from Nortonville  at 3:09 P.M. Weather 
was clear with medium head wind and temperature o f 43
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degrees Fahr. The load consisted o f empty push car 
and four men, making 1330 pounds . Between mile posts 
35 and 36 the engine died because o f excess o f o i l  
in crank case causing spark plug trouble. The same 
thing occurred at mile post 37 ana between mile posts 
38 and 39* Arrived in Topeka at 5:59 P.M. The 
to ta l time was 2 hours 49 minutes and 15 seconds, o f 
which time 3*25 minutes were due to engine trouble 
and 110.25 minutes due to meets and unavoidable de­







Started from Topeka, at 10:35 A.M. with a load 
consisting of a push car and s ix  men, making a to ta l 
of 1704 pounds. The weather was clear. At mile 
post 46 the engine died from overheating, which caused 
preign ition . This was due to o i l  not flow ing pro­
perly, as pipes leaked badly. At m ile post 32 the 
same trouble was experienced. The transmission be­
came very hot at mile post 28 on account o f not being 
in proper adjustment. Arrived in Nortonville  at 
2:13 P.M. The to ta l time was 218.4 minutes, o f 
which 10.2 minutes wa3 aue to engine and transmission 
troubles, and 87.8 minutes due to unavoidable delays 
and meets. The actual running time was 100.4 
minutes.
M l2 :
Started from Nortonville at 5:19 P.M., having 
a load consisting o f a push car and fiv e  men, mak­
ing a load o f 1579 pounds. The engine did not get 
o i l  properly, so o i l  in crank case had to be changed 
about every ten m iles. A fter leaving Valley Fa lls , 
readings were taken only at stops, as i t  was too
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dark to make observations. Arrived iin Topeka 8:07 
P.M. The to ta l time was 167-5 minutes, of which 9«3 
minutes are chargeable to engine fa ilu re  and 22.75 
minutes to unavoidable delays. The actual running 
time was 135*45 minutes. A fter th is ran the crank 
shaft end piston rods were examined as a bad knock 
had developed in engine in la tte r  part o f run. They 
were found to be covered with carbon caused by de­
posit from hot lubricating o i l .  The piston rings 
were also stuck on account o f the carbon packing 
under them. The piston rod brasses were reduced, 
the carbon removed from parts, larger o i l  holes 
put in piston rod brasses, and piston ring grooves 
cleared o f carbon, and the piston rings r e fit te d .
¡SuajLi
Started from Topeka at 11:37 A.M. with a load 
o f 20 t ie s  on a push car and six men, making a to ta l 
load o f 5074 pounds. J-he weather was clear and dry. 
Trouble v/as encountered with the o i l  pipes again, and 
o i l  was changed in crank case at Valley Falls during 
stop there. No other engine or transmission trouble 
occurred. Arrived at Nortonville at 2:53 P.M.
The to ta l time on run was 19^.2 minutes, o f which no
- 49
delays are chargeable to engine or car and 63.9 min­
utes are due to unavoidable delays. The actual 
running time was 132.25 minutes.
M lA:
Started from Nortonville at 3^10 P.M. with a 
load o f 20 t ie s  on a push car and six men, makinga 
to ta l o f 5074 pounds. The weather was clear. Trou­
ble was encountered with the o i l  pipes again, as 
engine got so hot that i t  started pre-ign ition , thus 
stopping i t  at mile post 33* O il was changed in 
crank case and engine allowed to cool. Proceeded 
from there to Topeka, making stops only for orders 
and meets. Arrived in Topeka at 6:10 P.M. The 
to ta l time on the road was l 80 minutes, o f which 
30.3 minutes were due to engine troubles and l 6.6 
minutes to unavoidable delays. The actual running 
time was 133*1 minutes. Between Meriden and 
Topeka a bolt came out o f back piston rod and 
punched two holes in the bottom o f the crank case. 
The bolt had fa llen  out o f case when examination o f 
break wa3 made, so that i t  could not be ascertained 
whether bolt broke or nuts worked loose, allowing 
bolt to come out.
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The remainder o f rune were made by car No. $1, 
which was equipped with a type *B* engine, a lik e  in 
every respect to car No. 25.
t e l ,  5 :
Started from Topeka at 9:09 A.M. The weather 
was cloudy and r a i l  damp. The temperature was 68 
degrees Fahr. The load consisted o f a push car o f 
ra ils  and four men, making a to ta l load o f 4750 pounds. 
I t  cleared up at Kilmer and ra ils  became dry. Arrived 
at Nortonville at 1:37 P.M. The to ta l time on run was 
267.7 minutes, o f which 135*1 minutes were due to meets 
and unavoidable delays. The actual running time was 
132.6 minutes.
Hun 6 :
Started from N ortonville at 2:21 P.M. The 
weather was clear and temperature 71 degrees Fahr.
The load consisted o f a push car, load o f ra ils ,  and 
four men, which nade a to ta l load o f 4750 pounds.
In gping down grade the clutch was thrown out and 
cars allowed to d r i f t  down. This probably lowered 
the gasoline consumption somewhat. No engine troubles 
were encountered on th is run. Arrived in Topeka at
5?:l6 P.M. The to ta l time o f run was 175*25 min­
utes, o f which 36.66 minutes are due to meets and 
unavoidable delays. The actual running time was 
I 38.6 minutes.
Rm 7.:
Started from Topeka at 11:06 A.M. Weather 
was clear and temperature 36 degrees Fahr. The load 
consisted of ra ils  and four men, making a to ta l load 
of 3140 pounds. No work was required on engine and 
run wa.s to Meriden only. Arrived in Meriden at 11:52 
A. M., making a to ta l time o f 46.5 minutes, and time 
los t due to unavoidable delays was 3 minutes, making 
actual running time 43.5 minutes.
Hun 8 :
Started from Meriden at 1:48 P.M. The weather 
was clear and temperature 39 degrees Fahr. The load 
ms a l l  on the Au Tra Kar, and consisted o f ra ils  and 
four men, making a load o f $140 pounds. The car ran 
backward on th is  run. No time was lo s t due to engine 
troubles. Arrived in Topeka at 3:52 P.M. The to ta l 
time o f run was 124 minutes, o f which 83.2 minutes were 
due to unavoidable delays. The actual running time 
was 40.8 minutes.
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I&iLJ:
Started from Topeka at 8:48 A.M. The weather 
was clear and temperature 2b degrees Fahr. The load 
consisted o f a push car with load the same on i t  as 
was on the Au Tra Kar in runs Nos. 7 and 8. This 
made a to ta l o f 3860 pounds. No time was lost due 
to engine troubles. Arrived in Meriden at 9:3^ A.M. 
The to ta l time on run was 42.9 minutes, o f which 1.5 
minutes-were due to unavoidable delays. The actual 
running time was 41.4 minutes.
Hun 10:
Started from Meriden at 10:15 A.M. The weather 
was clear and temperature 33 degrees Fahr. The load 
was the same as in run No. 9 ’- v iz . - a push car and 
load o f r a ils  with four men, making a to ta l load o f 
3860 pounds. No time was lost on a,ccount o f engine 
troubles. Arrived in Topeka at 11:04 A.M. The 
to ta l time on the run was 48:75 minutes, o f which 
9.75 minutes were lost on account o f unavoidable 
delays. The actual running time was 39 minutes.
53
Au Tra Kar.
Loaded for Run No. 5. 
Load. 4,750 Pounds.
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AUTRAKAR- ENGINE B
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Au Tra Kar, No. 25, was equipped with a class 
"CM engine a.nd a housing arranged to f i t  the engine, 
as th is engine is  longer than the class "BM engine.
This engine was used on rack tes ts , then overhauled 
before being placed in the car for road tes ts . The 
gear ratio  was also changed so that, instead o f being 
4 to 1, i t  was 2.48 to 1, which accounts for the 
higher speeds made by th is  car than when equipped with 
class "B" engine.
Started from Topeka at 8:50 A.M. with four men 
on the motor car, making a load o f 693 pounds. The 
weather was c lear and the temperature 44 degrees Fahr. 
Stopped at m ile post 33 to adjust transmission, as the 
clutch in transmission slipped badly, which made the 
car rather slow in starting . Many stops were necessary 
on th is run, so the slowness in car starting  lowered 
average speed o f run. Arrived in N ortonville at 
11:53 A.M. The to ta l time was 182.8 minutes, o f 
which 5*9 minutes a.re chargeable to repairs on trans­
mission and 88.2 minutes to time los t oy unavoidable 
delays. The actual running time was 88.7 minutes.
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M 2:
Started from Kortonville  at 3:51 P.M. with four 
men on motor car, making a load o f  693 pounds. The 
weather was clear and tanperature 52 degrees Fahr.
Many short stops v/ere made, hut none on account o f 
engine. Arrived in Topeka at 5 :3& P.M. The to ta l 
time on th is run was 105*15 minutes, o f which 28.1 
minutes are chargeable to unavoidable delays, making 
the actual running time 77*4 minutes.
Started from Topeka at 10:11 A.M. with a load 
of drawbars on push car, weighing 2325 pounds; the 
load on motor car was 353 pounds, making a to ta l o f 
2678 pounds. •‘■he weather was clear and temperature 
47 degrees Fahr. Stopped just outside of Meriden on 
account o f clutch slipp ing badly in  transmission.
This was the only trouble encountered on th is tr ip . 
Arrived in Nortonville at 12:14 P.M. . The to ta l time 
on the run was 122.5 minutes, o f which 6.5 minutes 
were due to transmission clutch and 30*3 minutes to 
unavoidable delays. The actual running time was
85.6 minutes.
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Run 4 :
Started from Kortonville  at 2:32 P.M. with a 
load o f drawbars on push car, weighing 2323 pounds; 
the load on motor car was 353 pounds, making a to ta l 
of 2678 pounds. The weather was clear and tempera­
ture 58 degrees Fahr. At m ile post 23 the carburetor 
v/as found to be stuck down. Stopped at m ile post 
33- 1/2 account o f lubricator not working properly. 
These were the only stops changeable to car. Arrived 
in Topeka at 4:43 P.M. The to ta l time o f the run 
was 131-3 minutes, o f which 12.7 minutes are charge­
able to engine ana 36 *6 minutes to unavoidable delays, 
making the actual running time 82 minutes.
JluaJ?.:
Started from Topeka at 11:33 A.M. with a load 
of 4497 pounds on push car and 353 pounds on motor 
car, making a to ta l o f 4750 pounds. The weather was 
clear and temperature 54 degrees Fahr. At m ile post 
29* 1/2 the sprocket chain broke and dropped on the 
track. This was the only fa ilu re  on th is run charge­
able to machine. Arrive in Nortonville  at 3:30 P.M. 
The to ta l time o f run was 237*8 minutes, o f which 58.4 
minutes are chargeable to car repair and 75*25 minutes 




Started from Nortonville  at 4:38 P.M. with a 
load o f 4497 pounds on push car and 333 pounds on motor 
car, making a to ta l load o f 4790 pounds. The weather 
was clear and temperature 45 degrees Fahr. At mile 
post 32 wire came o f f  o f  spark plugs, causing engine 
to d ie. Readings were taken only at stops a fte r  leav­
ing Rock Creek on account o f darkness. Arrived at 
Topeka 7:46 P.M. The to ta l time on run was 188 minutes, 
of which 3.25 minutes are chargeable to engine trouble 
and 98.4 minutes to unavoidable delays, making actual 
running time 86.33 minutes.
Au Tra Kar. 
Loaded for Run No. 5. 
Load, 4,750 Pounds.
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AUTRAKAR- ENGINE G.
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S U M M A R Y  O R  M O T O R  C A R  R U N S
NAPE o r  CAR. SHEFFIELD MOTOR CAR Nt/672 BUDA CAR 1014 AU TRAMAR ENGIIIE  B AU TRA\MAR ENGINE C SHEFFIELD MOTORCAR TYPE 26
NUMBER o r RUN / 2 3 4 5 <0 / 3 4 / 2 3 4 5 i 7 3 9 /O / 2 3 4 5  I 6. / 2 ' 3 1 * 5 6P A T E ion-10«HI-tO10-18-1010-18-1010-U-IO•HA-10 11-12-1011-25-1011-13-10 IO-I-IO8Hl-tO«H2-/0 U-2Ì-/01121-10U21-/0ll-Zf-IO11-80-10H-JOZO JH2- 0 u-H-to IHf-lO 11-21-10 {JI-2I-/0 5-5-// 15-/1 Is-6-a V f-u 8-9-//
LOCATION T -N N -T T -N N -T T-V.F V.F.-T T -N T -N N -t T -N N -T T -N N -T T -N N -T T-M M -T T-M M -T T -N N -T T -N N -T t -N \ n - t T -N T F f f r a N - 7 T -N N -T
WEIGHT OF MOTOR CAR POUNDS izio 1260 120,0 ÌZ60 IZLO I2U) 1354 1384 1334 1113 1113 m3 I//3 H/3 H/3 1113 H/3 n/3 H/3 IIZ I H2/ 1/2/ 1121 1121 \l/2l 742 ! 742 -4C
. POSH * „ 0 0 0 0 720 720 O 720 720 720 72 0 720 720 7 20 720 0 0 720 720 0 O 72C 72C 720 720 1 720 -*zc
.  « LOAO ONMOTOR CAR n 72/ 72/ 1002 \/002 4S5 455 31.3 i/o i/o 666 666 H i H i 353 353 3/40 3140 350 350 643 643 353 353 353, 3S3 i/o i/o 854. 933 633
»  .  * K PUSH »  * 0 0 0 0 T J , 340 0 0 3/8 /43 3688 3688 3677 3677 0 0 2740 2791 0 0 /60S /6o& 3677Ì3677 S to  stoy sto SIP
TOTASL. W E IG H T  0 1181 1481 22C2 2262 t iz i 2503 2252 t t y 2714 zs n 2Ì9Z i/37 US7 S3L3 ¡843 4253 /8/4 /8/4 587/[¡87/ 1352 1352 26 75
LOAD H A U L E D 72/ 72/ IOOZ 1002 n i l . 1546 863 1330 1704 /S79 3074 5074 4750 4750 3/40 3140 3860 3560 643 643 2678 267S 6 /0  i/o &  \ ÌK  455 I s
LE N G TH  o r  RUN M ILES 33 33 33 33 2 S 25 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 10.7 /0.7 /07 /0.7 33 3 3 33 33 33 33 33 33 f i 1i f  33 #5
TO TA L T IM E  O r RUN MINUTES 3/4.4 131.5 2858 1403 137.2 I0I.S 245./ 2403 493 213.4 /Ì7S HÌ2 /SOD 267.7 /7S.3 465 N4.0 424 488 1825 /OS.2 /ZZ.S 1313 237.81/880 90X3X73.6Ì/33J 33*034.4.9
TIME LOST DUE TO ENGINE REPAIRS „ 17.0 0 52.7 3.9 21.9 O 395 17.1 83 10.2 9.3 O 3C 1 O O 0 0 0 O 5.9 0 i s 127 58.4 33 0 Oj M 704. 903 90S
„ OTHER CAUSES » I2(0.(0 4/1 I34A 302 SS.Cf //z /070 H2.4 50.2 87S 22.7 Ì3.9 / i. i /3S.I 36.7 30 332 /.S 98 882 25/ 30.4 36.6 7S.3\ 98.4 /7.2 96.6\ J7J 803[ 554j/W6A C T U A L  RUNNING. T IM E  „ 90.7 90S 48.7 /o64 1099 903 101.6 1205 //OS /20f J35S 1323 133.1 /3Z.i /3S.6 43.5 405 4 /4 39.0 88.7 77/ 8S.6 820 /04.A 86.3 72.7 77/\ 48.f| 929{//z+wao
'a v e r  SPEED BETWEEN TERMINALS M.P.H. 21.8 215 I 20-0 /8.(, 13.6 /i. 7 /4.4 /b-4 n.9 H-4 4* ISC 144 /SO /43 147 155 /5S / is 223 25.7 23./ 23.3 /4.o\ 230 27.2 25.712002 ' T S n s ! /8/0 
J87MAX. AVER. SPEED POR ONE MIL E » 252 \ 27& 253 26.5 293 25.7 273 26.6 20.0 !9.o 194 20i 20.9 205 n.4 22.7 n i 18.4 32A 30./2425 300 3  u \  32 7 37/ 45X) 32o\ 36X3 M jf
TO TA L GASOLINE CONSUMED GALLONS 2IZ5 2.0 \2.255 ZJS7\Z093 1.340 2.425 3.32 2445 2137 243 2344 2 ¿<,3 2137 24Ì5 U87 1.045 1375 1/57 3.2S 3/57 3.0632625 3.372562 1.768 I/.Ì22!LS/9Ì2 043,1889 {24/6
{average // ,/ PER MILE 0 0.0 64 oo(>o\o.o4>80.066X3.0830075 0055 a too 0.080 a o u 0.073 0.077 0051 0.084 a/// 0J28 0JO8 0098 0.096 0092 0074o/oz 0077 0.05310049 0045 j.0063 ifl 0570575
« » » , TON MILE . 0/74» o./U
3.0







?3S2 ¡2.429{t o t a l  l u b r ic a t in g  oil u s e d  p in t s 425 \3.ZS 2 s  wo /S 2.5 5.0 L32 (>J0 3.0 35 /.O 05 os OS 2.0 25 3.0 3 5 4.75 35
AVERAGE „ OIL USED PER MILE » 0.13 \aopo\o.Q43 0X)7Ù\0./Ù ooiz 0.076 0/5/ 0.141 0.182 0090 0,/Oi 00920O4i 0.0460046 aoio 0075 0.09/ 0,/Oi a/44 0J06 0.07/1006 AaoóÀ001 7073
MAX. TEMPERA TURE CYLINDER WALLS QES0.F 450 370 430 500+SOO+ 730 7SO 770 7.SO 5/0 620 SSO Ì30 7S0 700 730 6/0 770 580 \ ¿OCJ <RSo\ 575 325
{MEAN 7 ATMOSPHERE « 1 721 30 V i z 73 I____ 37 43 is 7/ 3 i 3 4 25 33 44 52 47 58 34 45 651 70 65 j 73 77 S i
1 w e a t h e r _____________________________ \paxrrfuuoYfiajorfwuoi CLEAR |CLEARCLEARCLEAR CLEARCLEARCLEARclear CLEARCLEAR CLEARCLEARCLEAR CLEAR :lear ZLLARCLEM CLEANfLEAh\, L9M
NOTE - ON RUN N'S SHEFFIELD CM DROPPED PMT LOAO AT VALLEY FALLS 
. N’3 BUDA CAR DROPPED PART LOAO A T  MILE POST 45
VALLEY FALLS-VF. MERIOEN-N.
NORTONV/LLE-H. TOPE H A - t .
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smm zm m i:
l a i aht,
Sh effie ld  No. 14, pounds..........1,260
Sheffie ld  No. 2o, pounds, . . . .  742
Buda No. 14, pounds, ...............  1,309
Au Tra Kar, pounds, .................  1,121.
The Sh effie ld  No. 26 is  the ligh tes t and easiest 
to remove from the track. The Au Tra Kar ranks second 
in this respect. The excessive weight o f the Buda car 
is due to the heavy engine and transmission.
I f  the weights o f the cars are compared with re­
lation to th e ir horse-power, the Au Tra Kar ranks 
f ir s t ,  as shown in the fo llow ing tab le:
Sheffie ld  No. 14, pounds per horse-power, *15 
Sh effie ld  No. 26, pounds per horse-power, 14o 
Buda No. 14, pounds per horse-power, . . . .  231
Au Tra Kar, pounds per horse-power, ........ 112.
haa-4, ifeaJjng ¿aj&Qiks & Speed:
The Sheffie ld  No. 14 could handle 1,500 pounds 
sa tis fa c to r ily , but when loaded much in excess of th is 
amount i t  fa iled , due to slipping and heating o f  the 
clutch. I t  was impossible to haul a heavy load at a ll  
with th is  car, except on the low gear. When running 
ligh t i t  does fa ir ly  well at an average speed o f 21 
miles per hour and has a maximum speed o f 29 miles 
per hour.
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The S h effie ld  No. 26 is  not capable o f handling 
any load behind i t .  I t  is hard to start when thus 
loaded ana has not su ffic ien t power to climb grades.
When running ligh t, that is , with men and tools on i t ,  
i t  gives excellent service, I t  is  easy to start except 
on steep grades and averages 25 miles per hour with a 
maximum o f 45 miles per hour.
The Buda car was about equal to the S h effie ld  
No. 14 in hauling a load; i . e . ,  i t  was en tire ly  unsatis­
factory when hauling over 2,000 pounds. Its  weakness 
lay in the transmission. With th is fr ic t io n  type o f 
transmission, i t  is  impossible to  make use o f more 
than a small part o f the engine’ s power. Under ligh t 
load th is car can average 19*4 miles per hour, with a 
maximum speed o f 27 miles per hour. With another type 
of transmission th is  car would give much better service.
The Au Tra Kar handled a load o f 5,074 pounds 
without trouble. The la ter type o f these cars is  pro­
vided with a mechanical o i le r  in place o f the gravity 
system, used on the one under te s t, which w i l l  reduce 
cylinder heating. The average speed o f th is car both 
ligh t and loaded was 15 miles per hour in the case of
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the low geared type, and 21 miles per hour with the high 
gear. The maximum speed with the former is  20 miles per 
hour, and with the la tte r  33 miles per hour. The Au Tra 
Kar with the type "C" engine is more powerful than with 
type "B" engine. This d ifference is very apparent when 
handling a load on a steep grade.
SftnamgpUQfl:
Summary sheet on page 75 shows that the Sh effie ld  
No. 26 car uses less gasoline per mile than any other 
make. This is  due to the engine being smaller, and 
d irectly  mounted.
The consumption o f the Au Tra Kar, when figured 
on a ton mile base, is  very low as compared with the 
others. This shows that the normal and best operating 
condition fo r  th is class o f cars is  under load. When 
running ligh t th is car does not make use o f a l l  i t s  
power and, as in any gas engine working below fu l l  load, 
its  e ffic ien cy  is  not as high as when under fu l l  load 
conditions. A very noticeable feature in a l l  the road 
runs is the fact that the gasoline used per m ile did 
not increase to any great extent with increased load.
The Buda Car shows a high gasoline consumption.
Lubrication:
A ll the cars tested show a rather heavy consump­
tion  o f lubricating o i l .  This is to be expected, how­
ever, with any a ir  cooled engine, fo r the heating o f 
the cylinders is always quite excessive as is shown in 
the charts.
The Au Tra Kar and the Sh effie ld  ho. 26 had the 
lowest consumption. That o f the former is  lower on 
the la tes t ca r,. equipped with mechanical o ile r ,  since 
there was always some leaking around the feed pipe 
jo in ts o f the gravity  o i l  system.
APPARATUS FCin. RACK TESTS:
The rack fo r  these tests was bu ilt o f 4" x 4M 
pine timbers, heavily cross-braced and bolted together. 
I t  was so dimensioned that the brake came outside the 
frame. The engines were bolted to cross slings o f angle 
irons. A special arrangement was necessary in the case 
of the d irect connected two-cycle engine. The sus­
pension was in th is case from above. The magneto and 
th ro ttle  lever were mounted on the side ra ils .
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The Prony brake was bu ilt o f f iv e  layers o f 1" 
poplar boards, separated 1/4" by steel washers, for 
ven tila tion . The top and bottom were covered with 
sheet s tee l. The pressure was regulated by hand wheels 
with small c o il  springs beneath them. The arm o f the 
brake, which was made o f 1" pipe, was in length.
The pulley wheel used was madeftautogenously welding 
inside flanges into a common 12" pulley. A view of 
th is brake in  place is  shown on page 78.
The brake was lubricated by strips o f fa t bacon 
applied between the two halves, and by o i l  introduced 
through a 1/2" hole at the top section above the middle 
of the pulley wheel. I t  was cooled by constantly feed­
ing a stream o f water into the pulley wheel. Standard 
Fairbanks-Morse scales were used for weighing the load.
The gasoline tank consisted o f a 3-foot section 
of 4" pipe with caps at top and bottom and a gauge glass 
set in gauge cocks at each end. The height o f the gas­
oline was read on a steel tape suspended inside the 
gLass. This method gave very accurate resu lts. Through­
out the tests Y/hite Rose ga.soline was used, which had 
a spec ific  gravity of 60.1 degrees at 60 degrees Fahr.
A ll the gasoline used was strained through a chamois skin.
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In order to study the temperature rises in the 
cylinders, pyrometer couples were buried between the 
end fins and covered with asbestos. The leads led to 
a single pyrometer and m ultiple point switch mounted 
beside gasoline tank. The lubricator was calibrated 
in inches.
In taking indicator cards of' a high speed gas 
engine i t  is  p ractica lly  an im possib ility to use an 
ordinary spring indicator. Therefore a special device, 
known as a manogra.ph, was used. This is  shown in posi­
tion in the photograph on page 85. This takes the cards 
by means o f a beam o f l ig h t  re flec ted  from a small mov­
ing mirror on ground glass or a photographic p late. The 
ligh t from a small e le c tr ic  lamp enters the box from 
one side a.nd is re flec ted  on the mirror by means of a 
prism. The side motion o f the mirror is controlled  by 
a d irect drive through a f le x ib le  shaft from the crank 
slia.ft o f the engine. The ve rtica l motion is controlled 
by the pressure in the cylinder as follow s: The pressure 
is transmitted to the manograph through a 1/8* Conner 
pipe tapped into the end of the cylinder. At the mano­
graph end is a thin stee l disk 2" in diameter which
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presses against a pin d irectly  connected to the mirror. 
Variations o f cylinder pressure cause variations in the 
deflection  o f th is disk, and th is vertica l movement o f 
the mirror, which in turn causes a ra is ing or lowering 
of the spot o f ligh t on the ground glass. When a card 
is taken a photographic p 1s t e is introduced in front 
of the ground glass.
The re la tiv e  humidity was found by means o f a 
Lloyd Hygrodeik.
Carburetors:




ia c hea Make
Au Tra Kar, Type 
Au Tra Kar, Type 
Au Tra Kar, Type 
Au Tra Kar, Type 






















The f i r s t  th ree  o f  th e se  are shown on page 202.
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M im aa :
The same general methods of making the rack 
tests were used in the tests o f the various engines. 
Before starting  a run the spark plugs were cleaned.
The engine was run fo r  a few minutes before the test 
was started in order to get everything into the best 
running condition. Readings o f the pyrometers, gas­
oline gauge, thermometer, scales, th ro tt le  and spark 
levers were taken every f iv e  minutes. The standard 
run wa3 th ir ty  minutes. As w ill  be noted in the data, 
maximum load runs were also made with each engine; 
i . e . ,  the engine wa3 given the largest load i t  could 
carry and allowed to run un til i t  died. This time, 
in most of cases, was from two to three minutes. In 
track motor cars th is power is  o f interest since the 
a va ila b ility  o f several extra horse-power for a few 
minutes in an emergency may be o f great value on grades 
or in driving too ls .
The Franklin engine, which is  one o f the best 
aiir cooled types fo r  automobile service, was tested  
in order to determine the re la t iv e  e ffic ien cy  and 
mechanical perfection o f th is motor and those act­
ually used in track cars.
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Special tests with the class "BM Au Tra Kar 
engine were made, in order to determine the proper 
weight and design for the fly-wheel and to study the 
circu lation  o f a ir  around the cylinders. Another 
special tes t was made to determine the e ffec t .of the 
size o f the carburetor on the performance o f the type 
"CM Au Tra Kar engine.
I t  was impossible to mount the 2-cycle S h effie ld  
engine in the rack in the same way as the others. As 
this make o f engine is  d irec tly  connected to the rear 
axle o f i t 3 car, the only way to test i t  was to use the 
regular car axle and mount the brake pulley in place o f 
one of the wheels, This engine has no fly-w heel. When 
it  is  running in a car the momentum of the car takes, 
to a certain extent, the place o f that o f a fly-wheel. 
This fact accounts somewhat for the in a b ility  o f this 
engine to run fo r  a long period under load in the rack. 
E lectric  fan cooling was also resorted to with th is  
engine as i t  1ms no fan attached to i t .  In one test 
a fly-wheel was mounted on one end of the axle, but 
i t  seemed o f l i t t l e  advantage.
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The engine tests  are arranged in the fo llow ing 
order in the report:
Sheffie ld  No. 14,
Sheffie ld  No. 26,
Buda No. 14,
Franklin,
Au Tra Kar "B\
Au Tra Kar "C ".
S h e ffie ld  ilo.._„14 f e m e :
Engine, 4-cycle, water cooled.
Number o f cylinders, 1.
Size of cylinders, 4-1/2” x 4-1/2".
Cylinders, v e rtica l.
Cylinder clearance, 35*4 percent.
Intake valve automatically opens and closes 
by vacuum end compression.
Carburetor, Schebler, 3/4" intake pipe.
Weight of engine, pounds, .................  244
Weight o f fly-wheel, pounds, ............ 97
Maximum speed, R.P.M.............................. 1500
Angle advance, maximum, degrees, . . .  78
Battery jump spark ign ition , no magneto. 
Maximum speed with no load, R .P.M .,. 1500.
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Sh effie ld  No. 14 Engine in Test Rack.
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iHleJA Ia.v-2.4 ¿mom.:
Engine, 2-cycle, a ir  cooled.
Number o f cylinders, 2.
Size o f cylinders, 4" x 4-1/2".
Clearance, 47.9 percent.
Compression:
Cylinders, pounds.........  30
Crank case, pounds, ...8-1/2
Weight of engine, including rear axle, pounds 192.
No gears.
No valves, three port system.
Exhaust d irect into atmosphere.
Admission through crank case.
Timer d irec tly  connected to axle.
Cooling fin s  run ve rtica lly  with respect 
to cylinder.
Cylinders p a ra lle l to each other and hori­
zontally placed in car.
Ign ition , jump spark.
Carburetor, Sheffie ld .
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JM a Mu - l i  Sn~dne:
Engine, 4-cycle, a ir  cooled.
Number o f cylinders, 2.
Size o f cylinders, 4-1/2" x 4-1/2".
Cylinders d irec tly  opposed.
Cylinder clearance, 41.9 percent.
Exhaust opens 46 degrees early.
Exhaust closes 15 degrees la te .
Intake opens 26 degrees la te .
Intake closes 50 degrees la te .
Carburetor, Kingston 1", with 1" intake pipe. 
Spark advance, 46 degrees.
No magpeto.
There are 28 notches in both quadrants, for 
spark and th ro ttle  manipulation.
Maximum sneed of engine with no load 1750 R.P.M.
Weight of engine with fly-wheel, fan, commutator, 
carburetor, intake and exhaust manifolds, and 
without lubricator, 512.5 pounds.
Weight o f fly-wheel, 84 pounds.
Diameter of fly-wheel 18", width o f rim 2-1/2", 
thickness of rim 2" .
H ill precision force feed o i le r  used.
Same spark c o il used as in  Au Tra Kar, class "B" 
and class "C" engine tests .





Size of cylinders, 3*1/4" x 3*1/4".
Cylinders f i r e  1-3-4-2.
No. 4 cylinder is  next to fly-wheel, then No. 3» 
then No. 2, and then No. 1 on opposite end 
from fly-wheel.
Shop number o f engine, 4730.
McCord class "J" force feed lubricator.
Franklin carburetor G-lo48. Diameter o f open­
ing from carburetor into intake pipe, 7/3"*
Cylinder clearance, 37*8 percent.
Maximum spark advance, 40 degrees.
Jump spark ign ition  operated from batteries 
and magneto.
Maximum speed engine running ligh t, 22 50 R.P.M.
Engine 4-cycle.
Number o f cylinders, 4.
Weight o f engine with fly-wheel, intake and exhaust 
pipes, timer, carburetor and lubricator,29? pounds.
Weight o f fly-w heel, 60 pounds.
Exhaust opens 7*1/2 degrees early.
Exhaust closes 15 degrees la te .
Intake opens 5 degrees la te .
Intake closes 20-1/2 degrees la te .
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Franklin Engine in Test Rack
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■Ixa & rr £agim , Qlaaa "3.":
Engine, 4-cycle.
Number o f cylinders, 2.
Size of cylinders, 4-1/2" x 4-1/2"
Cylinders d irectly  opposed.
Weight of engine without fly-wheel 
and carburetor, 177*5 pounds.
Cylinder clearance, 32 percent.
Exhaust opens 35 degrees early.
Exhaust closes 4 degrees la te .
Intake opens 6 degrees la te .
Intake closes 15 degrees , la.te.
Make o f spark plugs, Sp lit do r f .
Make o f magneto, Bosch.
lubricator
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Type "BH Au Tra Kar Engine.

llLJxaj& r m & A Q, Glass, 110":
Engine, 4-cycle.
Number o f cylinders, 2.
Size o f cylinders, 4-1/2" diameter w ith a 
5-1/4" stroke.
O ffset o f each cylinder, 1".
Weight o f engine without fly-w h eel, lubricato 
and carburetor, 175*2 pounds.
Cylinder clearance, 27 percent.
Exhaust opens, 40 degrees early.
Exhaust closes, 4 degrees la te .
Intake opens, 6 degrees la te .
Intake closes, 15 degrees la te .
Make o f spark plugs, S p litd o rf.































































5 1000 0 0.049 £6 52 94 ...3/4 . . . 1. . . .48 clear.
10 1000 0 0.092 56 52 98
1
3/4 1.. .36... S h effie ld
4 15 1000 0 0.127 56 52 114 3/4 . . . 1. . . 42 carburetor.
5 20 1000 0 0.177 56 52 116 .3/4 1 42
6 25 1000 0 0.219 56 52 120 3/4 1 42




Duration of run, minutes________ ___________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____ _________________________________ ______
Brake horse power, average________________________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total____________________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------------------------------------------- —
Relative humidity, per cent, average_________________________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound______________________________________
’6Tag© Temperatures; Degrees F.
Sigfe* ^ »*#r_._%ter _ m tering_.cc cling., jacket_____________
- . _¥a.t bjc . 1 eaving. .cjioli ng_ jacket_______________
.30.
.100.0.










Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-------
99 -
lun N o . ..2. . E n g in e__ .S h e ffie ld _____ Condition .-.Q _ B. H . P. at.ß.QQ R. P. M .
_April -5 ,_____191-1
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0 800 0 0 56 52 ' 98 5/3 Li....
.........
i 48 Weather
5 800 0 0.035 56 52 111 5/8 l.... 60
c le a r .
10 800 0 0.057 56
.........
52 115 5/8 1 36
15 800 0 0.075 56 52 118 5/8 . . . l . . . .42
20 800 0 0.103 56 52 99 5/3 1 36r
6
25 800 0 0.126 56 52 150 5/8 1 36
7 30 800 0 0.153
:





Duration of run, minutes________ __________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____________________________________
Brake horse power, average--------------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average---------------------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total--------------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average---------------- ------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------------------
'erage T emperatures: Degrees F. .
i a g w . W a t e r  _en tstring._c c_o 1l  n g _ ja c k e t __________












^E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-------
100
un N o . - .5 . . E n g in e____.Shef f ie ld ____C o n d it ion ____2 . B. H . P. at 1Q00 R. P. M .
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Q.0780 48 52 90 3/4 ...36.
15 1000 0.1170 48 52 108 .3/4 .....L ...36..







Q.182Q 48 52 120 .3/4. ...1. ...36..
0.2310 48 52 108 3/4 . . . . .1 . ...42.
1000 2 48 52 101
30 0,2310.3-tal
MMARY
Duration of run, minutes________ _________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average__________________________________________
Brake horse power, average______________________________________________ -
Load on brake, pounds, average___________________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------------- -----------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-------- ---------------------------------------- -
Relative humidity, per cent, average_______________________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound_______________________________ ____
erape T emperatures; Degrees F.
‘ 'Higw-cTiwdet.-..„¥ate_r_ .entering, .ec along .jacket_______
__.Watar _ 1 Baying. cncl ing.. j acket________
«____Arne nnt_ c.£. water, .thrnugn. .jacket,.. pa unde*.
fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.--------------











. 0,2 3 .1 .
.25380.
-.10.00.
-  101 -
tun N o . ..-4 - E n g in e____S h e f f ie ld ____ C o n d it ion ...3 . B. H . P. atlQOO R. P. M .
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.... 0 1 0 0 0  3 Q .......... 48 5 2 .... .10.8.. .3 / 4 . ....l . _ .4 2 . . l e a t h e r . .........
l _ J 5 . 1 0 0 0  3 0 ,0 5 7 48 5 2 .... ..100...
_______
3 / 4 . .. .2 .. ..36...





1 0 0 0  3 0 .1 1 0 4 8 5 2 .1 1 6 3 / 4 ...2. ..42..
1 0 0 0  3 Q .1 6 3
*■
.4 6 .. 5 2 .... .1 3 2 ..
!
. 3 / 4 . . .2 .
. . .2 .
.42..







3 Q .2 6 2 4 6 .5 2 .120... .3 / 4 .. - 2 - -3.0..
. . .3 .... .0*316...
■
..46.. 52 1 2 0
___ __





1 0 0 0 3
—
4 6 5 2 -1 1 6 ..
...30. _________ „ 0 .3 1 6
Summary
Duration of run, minutes_____________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____ ________________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------ - ---------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average______________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average--------------------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average------------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound--------------------------------------------
> V er age T emperatures ; Degrees F.
~ — later .ente ring. c.c cl ing. .jacket.-------
_ __later-leaving, -cac alng-.j.adejti------ -—
______later. threugn. -cac ling - j_a ske.t. - - pfl’jnas-,
E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons---------------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. -------
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R E M A R K S
! . . L.Q.. .1000 4 0______ 46....  52 . .110 12/16...3... .2.1. lea th er____
c le a r .
2 5 100Q 4 0.050 .48 .. .52 ... ...104. 13/L6 3 .15
5. 10 1000.....4 0.114 48 52 108 12/15 3 ...15.
4 Ll5_ 1.000 . 4 0.202 48 52 120 13/15 5 15
p, 20 1000 4 0.262 48 52 124 13/15 7 ...18
5 25 1000 4 jo. 330 48 52 ...125. 13/16 7 18
7 20 1000 4 0,3.97... 48. 52 _ 112 12/16 . 7 _ ...1.3.




Duration of ran, minutes__________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____________________________________
Brake horse power, average_______________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average____________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total___________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average_____________________________
Relative humidity, per cent average________________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t u.. per pound-----------------------------------------
T emperatures; Degrees F.
eylicfi . _ Tat s r . .entering. .ccr lin g . ja ck et_______
l* * __ la tflr.l earing.. cco l in g  4 acket----------
_______Amount..Tatar, through _gao lin g  .jacket
Efficien cy  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons_________________________
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. tu .---
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------------
______________20..
_______ _____1000
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?un N o .  9. E n g in e  S h e ffie ld ._____C o n d it io n .-.5. B. H . P. atlpQQ R. P. M .
________April 6»___ 191-1
©
ZStCI 1 ia.* X  x  a
c TEMPERATURES, DEGREES F.
cmm•  «•1  s
2 .  £  m l Z  x O  <  W
J  1
Z * * *5 > -  a 
f  s k O s fcC > X C
O i h «»*
REMARKS
1 0 1000 5 0 52 52 90 13/16...9. ..36... Weather—
clear.
2.......5 . 900 4. 5 |0.082 .52.. ...52. . . . . .9 4 .. ------------ 113/15.10... 30
5 IQ 800 4 0.155 52 ...52.. ..104.. 13/16 10 36
4 12.5 700 3.5 0.171 52 52 110 13/15 10 35




\v. 850 4.25 52 52 9 9 . 5...........
r^ ,12. 5 0.171_____ !
Summary
Duration of run. minutes_______
Revolutions per minute, average_
Brake horse power, average____
Load on brake, pounds, average____________________________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total___________________________________________________ V_«_
Temperature of air. degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent average___
Heating value of fuel. B. t u., per pound.
TBITSTTB Temperatures: Degrees F. 
got xydioEks vl .
4*k«cy trade».
E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons--------------------------------------- ----------------- V •  ^- y**
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B .tu . -------------- ------------









!un No,..?._ Engine____SfleX£i§l_d_ Condition. __4_B. H. P, at. 6QCr. p. M.
_ April, . 7 , _____ 19 lL
0 Z
•aC
1 1 as h
c TEMPERATURES, DEGREES F.o . __ . . .












X  s 3 <
35 E 
C 3) ¿2 •'~LP  C -  Z ' $-» S-i © Sn-rH a> 5 t ;
© a»/ © >  Jsii ; i -  
•P -Po-P  ci O X «> 
c3 c  eg © cj: a °^  —| •<—j
............
L..... o . 300. 4 0_______ 52 52 108 113/16. 3_... 36 l e a t h e r-----  - r ,------ ^
c l e a r .
k_ 5 300 4 0.0426 52 52.. .115..........13/16 -3.... ...30.
k  .10.. 600 4 0.1040 52 52 114 13/16 4 . 30
4 15 700 3.5 0,1610 52 52 110 13/1.6 8. 15
D ees  r,c t tjuI I  ?r e l l  a t  sp e e d s  lovrer th ari
looo 3 .? .;:.--- 1---  - | . „ .
r—I....— ij .. ---------------- 1------ -----h---  - ... _ ....— .....  ....
. f__ . |! 1 _
iV,
—
765 3,37.4__________ .52. 5 2  112 _  _ l—  
w .15. .......................0,161....... .... -  .1 . _______ 1______
Ehiration of run, minutes__________________ ____________________________________________ 15
Revolutions per minute, average_______________________________________________________ S.05.
Brake horse power, average___________________________________________________ ____
Load on brake, pounds, average______________________________________________________ 10.*.^
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------------------------------------------------XQi
Temperature of air, degrees F., average__________________________________________________ 52
Relative humidity, per cent average_____ ________________________________________________§5
Heating value of fuel, B. t u., per pound-------------------------------------------------------------- 17892. _
jra^e T emperatures; Degrees F.
«yii« 1« -  ...Water, t i e r in g . .c o e l in g ,  jacket.____________________________ 5.2
l « *  -cyiiod«  jJ a t e r . 1  e ay in g . cc o l  ing. _ j  acks t .___________________________ 112
£*hao« w_______ Amount .water. _thr cngh. eo c l i n g . jacket^-poim  i s , ______ 116.
icien cy  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons_____________________________________ — Q.% 1^62
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u.-------------- --------------18!52
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------------------------------------ lc_»_S8
'un No..-8.. Engine____.Shef.fie ld  Condition^* 94 B. H. P. at-ll£cR. P. M.









































C  I tiQ ,





1 ...a... 1186 5.94 J L3/L6 12 36
2_ 2 __ 1188 5.94 j13/16 12 36
—





Duration of run, minutes____________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t u., per pound-----------------------------




•Efficien cy  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u. 


































































1 0 600 0 0 86 100 100 3/4 13 -15 E lec tric  far■
2 f> 610 0 0.0991 86 135 150 3/4 1 3 - -15 to cool eng-
3 10 600 0 0.1845 86 175 125 3/4 4 -15 ine.
4 15 625 0 0.2571 86 175 125 3/4 3 0 Speed 1070
5 20 570 0 0.3362 86 200 150 3/4 5 . 10. FPM.





ro­tai 22 3605 0,3638
JUMMARY
Duration of run, minutes________ _______________________________
Revolutions per minute, average________________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------ --------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_______________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average---------------- ----------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average____________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 

































































1 0 575 0 0 75 100 100 3/4 ...4 l.io E lec tric  fan
2 5
---- ;*
675 0 0.0980 75 150 125 3/4 18 20
playing d i­
rec tly  on





heads o f c y l­
inders to
4 15 700 0 0.3167 75 200 150 3/4 11 10
cool.
5 20 700 0 0.4151 75 175 135 3/4 5 5 Speed o f a ir
Q 25 750 o I0.5272 75 175 150 3/4 .12 10.
over cy lin ­
ders 1050










Duration of run, minutes_____________
Revolutions per minute, average______
Brake horse power, average__________
Load on brake, pounds, average______
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total--------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average----
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound 














Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------------------- -------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.---------------------
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-----------------------------1
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1 0 600 1.920 0 78 200 200 3/4 ............ J » ;No fan.
2 5 775 2.480 0.0924 78 350 375 3/4 5 ...3Q. Wind 240




800 2.56Qi 0.2507F 78 650 650 3/4 8 ...30. A 20" f ly
5 20 800 2.56Q
—■............
1 0.3196i 78 750 675 3/4 5 30
wheel used 
in place c f








Duration of run, minutes________ _______________________________
Revolutions per minute, average________________________________
Brake horse power, average____________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_______________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average---------------- -------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average____________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound_________________________





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons______________________
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-------
22.50
777:50








































































0 600 4.87 0 76 150 150 5/6 8 30 No fan.
5 650 3.96 0.0357 78 375 400 5/8 5 30 Wind Blowing
. ?ì -1 / ò  590 3.60 0.1450 78 550 475 5/3 17 3C











Duration of run, minutes________ ____
Revolutions per minute, average______
Brake horse power, average__________
Load on brake, pounds, average______
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_____
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average__
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound 












Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B, tu. 
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1 0 575 2.92 0 102 200 200 3/4 10 20 Cooled by
2.... 5 600 3.05 0.0991 102 300 200
..............
3/4 8 20
e le c tr ic  fan 
blowing 1070





15 500 3.05 0.5100 102 325 250 3/4 10 20 Loosened
.....  ... I • |'~.....  ' | brake to ~





575 2.92 0,4950 102 350 250 3/4 20 20
500. 3. 05 0, 5570 102 350 250 3/4 20 20




013o2 p in ts.
SUMMARY
Duration of run, minutes_____________________________________________________________-W —
Revolutions per minute, average____________________________________________________  v_<v__
Brake horse power, average____________________________________________________ — -Jv—
Load on brake, pounds, average__________________________________________________ _
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_________________________________________________v #
Temperature of air, degrees F_, average_______________________________________________
Relative humidity, per cent average_______________________________________________  _^ v__
Heating value of fuel. B. t  u. per pound____________________________________________
Caxucux T emperatures; Degrees F.
Right cylinder____________________________  3c0__
Left cylinder_______________________________________________________________________ ¿3U_.
Eihaust_________________________________________________________________________________
i Iif f ic ie x c y  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons_____________________________________ ____ -V i
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u.--------------  ---------- Jk&L J.Q
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-----------------------------¡>------------- 5
an No. 6. EngineShsf iie ld  No. _26Condition__4r_. B. H. P. at.6Q0_ R. P. M.
________ ______ May. 17____ 1911




























































. 0 600 4.02 0 66 225 175 5/8 12 20 Cooled by
5 600 4.02 0.1028 66 300 225 5/8 is ...20
e le c tr ic  fan 
blowing 1070
3 10 590 3.95 0.2078 66 375 275 1/2 16 20
FBI.
± 15 620 4.16 0.2910 66 375 275 1/2 20 20 O il used
3 20 525 3.52 0.3440 66 400 300 1/2 20 20
0.279 pints.
:> 25 550 3.69 0.4650
\-------









Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average____________ _________ __________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average__________ ____________
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound_______________________




E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons__________ .------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
25
"  581" 
" '5 .9  
13.95 
0.465" 









un No...Z . EngineSheffisA^.^P.*-.?^Condition..4.. B. H. P. at__§PPR. P. M.
































































Q 700 3,66 0 60 250 300 5/6 ...21. 10 E lec tric  fan
700 3,66.. 0,1120 80 300 350 5/8 . 2 1 . 10
playing d i­
rec tly  on
.10..
15
700 3,66. 0.2220 80 300 350 5/6 21 10
leads o f c y l­
inders to
700 3,66 0.3165 80 ; 3 2 5 350 5/8 21 0
cool.
i).. 20 70Q 3 , 6 6 0.4190 80 ! 3 7 5 350 5/8 21 10 Speed of a ir
L 22 70Q i3 , 6 6 0.4680 80 350 350 5/6 21 10








Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____ ________________________
Brake horse power, average____________ ____________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________ _______
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total _____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ----------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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un N o . .. 8 . Engine^Aef 7i_e_1.4. No*_ 26 C o n d it ion __P_ _ B. H . P* at__7QPR. P* M .























































0 00 o 5.54 0
--
74 225 175 5/8 7 30 Fan to cool
E>
«/ 5 750 5.33 0.0725
......
74 325 250 5/8 8 30
engine.
5 10 710 5.04 0.1615 74 350 275 5/8 10 30 Speed o f air 
1070 'FVP X .








Duration of run, minutes_______ ______________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____ _ ____________________________ _____
Brake horse power, average___________________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average________________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_______________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- -------------------------- -
Relative humidity, per cent, average____________________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-------------------------------------------




Efficien cy  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------------------ -
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.------------









































































_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i—




5/8 13 30 Fan cooled—
2 5 700 5 0.1028 72 200 275 5/6 13 30
engine. Sneed 
o f a ir  1070




15 700 5 0.3010 72 340 310 5/8 12 30 Fly wheel re-
5 20 700 5 0.3970 72 325 5/8 20
placed car 
25 wheel; le s t
6 25 600 4.30 0.5000 72 335 5/8 20 20
l - o / 4  mm. 
brake stuck .






30 4750 0.5310 . !1 1
•UMMARY
Duration of run, minutes---------------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 



























ns TEMPERATURES, DEGREES F. •c
•2
Isi sÜ
• « « o

















































Duration of run, minutes________ _____________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_______________________________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------ ------------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average________________________________________________- A -_*_vP_
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total________________________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------------------------------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average----------------------------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t u., per pound------------------------------------------------------— LAiP .^.





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons_______________________________________________
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.----------------------------------
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-----------------------------1------------
116

































































800 0 0 39 210 210 H 7 7
800 0 0.0567 39 260 240 l i 7 7
2 10 800 0 0.0993 39 300 270 l i 7 ...7... ...... .............. ..
'
3
. . .1 5 .
20
800 0 0.1418 39
!----------
330 280 l i 7 7
800 0 0.1702 39 310 290 l i 6 10
3 23 800 0 0.2269 39
----------
315 310 l i 7 5
...30.
---- ------- !




- . 3 0 .0.2694
I »UMMARY
Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------







. i r m \
— .33a- 
....-32Û-
-  117 -
lun N o . E n g i n e . ?u.4%-Rc_«>. _717____ Condition..Q.. B. H. P. at 1.200R. P. M.































































0 1200 0 10 43 220 230 « L 15 42
2 5
1-----------
1200 0 0.1773 43 310 180 1 £ 10 46
3 10 1200 0 0.3614 43 340 220
' .......
l i . . 7 46





kv. 1200 0 43
ro­tai 15 0.5034
NUMMARY
Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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1 0 800 2 0 52 360 230
. .... 
1 7 12
2 5 800 2 0.0638 52 520 310 1 7 12
3 10 800 2 0.1276 52 630
... ..........
450 1 7 12
4 15 800 2 0.1702 52 550 .500 1 8 12
5 20 800 2 0.2340 52 660 530.......... ...1 8 10
6 25 800 2 0.2835 52 580 540.......... ... i 8 10
7 30 800 2
----------------------------- 1- —











Duration of run, minutes______________
Revolutions per minute, average_______
Brake horse power, average---------------
Load on brake, pounds, average----------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average-----
Heating value of fuel, B. t u., per pound. 













E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-------
0,336.7..
-36.900-
.6 ,9 .4 ..



























































0 1000 2 0 50 400 270 1 ...7 ... 42 !_____ _______
>* 5 1000 2 0.0496 50 650 400 1 7 42 .......................... .
) 10 1000 2 0.0922 50 710 490 1 11 42
15 1000 2 0.1346 50 720 490 1... H 42
20 1000 2 0.1914 50 740 500 1 11 42
• 25 1000 2 0.2339 ...5Q 750 510 1 .11... 4.2.
L 30 1000 2
........... j









Duration of run, minutes--------- ---------------------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average__________________________________ _______
Brake horse power, average---------------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_________________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_________________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average---------------------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average______________________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound--------------------------------------- -----





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons----------------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.------------ --















lun N o ....5. Engine . Buda No.. 717.. Condition..4  . B. H. P. at_?PP. R. P. M.

























































1 0 800 4 0 50 1 9 15
2 5 800 4 0.0638 50 1 11 13
3 10 800 4 0.1205 50 1 11 13
4 15 800 4 0.2128 50 1 11 15
,5 20 800 4 0.3119 50 1 11 17
6 25 800 .4 0.3472 50 1 17 25






Duration of run, minutes_______ ___________________________
Revolutions per minute, average____________________________
Brake horse power, average________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total___________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- --------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 












lun  N o . E n g i n e . .Pu4§.N.Ç*_.7.1.7.. C o n d it io n ...^ . B. H . P. atlQ Q Q R .P .M .




























































1 0 1000 4 0 38 1 8 25
2 5 1000 4 0.0709 38 1 9 43
3 10 1000 4 0.1276 38 1 8 46
4 15 1000 4 0.1844 38 1 8 46
5 20 1000 4 0.2552 38 1 10 46




38 1 12 46






Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 










" I T ’.35'

















c TEMPERATURES, DEGREES F. 0 •=
• B



































1 0 1000 5 0 43 240
............
250 l 10 46
2. 5 1000 5 0.0851 43 390 540 l 13 46






15 1000 5 0.2482 43 550 720 l 13 33
5 20 1000 5 0.3404 43 630 740 l 15 33—




---------- ....------- ----- ----
0.5243 43 710
|............
800 l 24 33—





-------------- ---- - 0.5243 ______
(S ummary
Duration of run, minutes___________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average------ -------------------------------
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_______________ ______________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total_____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound_______________________





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u. 













































































1 0 1000 6 0 \ 45 240 250 1 .15. 33
2 5 1000 ô 0.1064 45 360 480 1 13 33
3 10 1000 6 0.2127 45 440 610 1 16 33
4 15 1000 6 0.3191 45 500 680 1 18 25




Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
20"lowg-
"12748"









Run No....?. Engine .*???.-7^?.. Condition..6.. B. H. P. at_l?9pR. P. M.


























































1 0 1200 6 0 47 190 160 1 19 28
2 5 1200 Ó 0.1064 47 340 470 1 14 46
3 10 1200 6 0.2128 47 440 650 1 16 37
4 15 1200 6 0.3330 47 530 720 1 20 42. —
.5. 20 1200 0 0.4398 47 600 750 1 26 42
6 25 1200 Ô
........
0.5673 47 660 00 o o 1 28 25









Duration of run, minutes_______ _______________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_________________________________
Brake horse power, average_____________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-----------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total----------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average----------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average_____________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound----------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-----------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u.----
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel----------
_____3Q...1200
6








r m : : :
125
























































1 0 1200 7 0 47 220 240 1 .20 33
2 5 1200 7 0.1347
!........
1 47 360 480 1 19 37
rr0 10 1200 7 0.248^ 47 470 650 1 23 2 7 .






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average------------------- -----------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------










lun  N o Engine. _Bud.a N o.. 717 . . .  Condition^..64 B. H. P. at.150.CR. P. M.










































































Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average___ .-------------------------------
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total____________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 







lu n  N o ______E n g in e___ i?uda No._ 717 C ond ition . B. H .P. atA499R.P.M .





































































Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 






I un N o . . A . . Engine Franklin C o n d it ion _ _ _Q _ B. H . P. atl?00 R. P. M .
























































1200 0 0 43 130 150 3/4 9 25 Weather clear
2 5 1200 0 0.135 43 130 140 3/4 9 25 E lec tric  fan
3 10 1200 0 0.248 43 140 140 3/4 9 25
tc  cool 
engine.
4 15 1200 0 0.361 43 140 130 3/4 9 25
5 20 1200 0 0.468 43 150 140 3/4 9 25
6 25 1200 0 0.568 43 160 130 3/4 9 25






Duration of run, minutes_______ _____
Revolutions per minute, average______
Brake horse power, average__________
Load on brake, pounds, average--------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average----
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound- 












Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
- 129 -
tun N o . . . 2 . . E n gin e__ Fran^i.in ..........C o n d it io n .? ... B. H . P. atl^QQ R .P . M .

































































0 1200 3 I0 37 160 330 3/4 18 30 Engine firedB"—
1 5 1200 3 0.170 37 160 330 3/4 10 30
irregular.
3 10 1200 3 iD. 284 37
!..—
160 330 3/4 10 10 Y/eather




20 1200 3 D.567 37 190 270 3/4 10 10 Electric fan
25 1200 3 0.710
!
37 200 290 3/4 11 10
I used to cool 
engine.






Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average -------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-------- ---------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
i e c o i
I’ouri
3012003
" '0 9 '  








Run N o . . . .  Engine___ J A ^ k l l i ì _____Condition  B. H . P. at.IIQQ r. P. M.





























































3 0 56 , 200 160 5/8 10 25 Cylinders•Nosi'''T"fe"4—
do not fire_ - v m  A  p  v •--X - i - p r v h2 .
3
5 1100 3 0.113 56 350 160 5/8 11 25
10 1100 3 0.234 56 525 230 5/8 11 25
load, accoui
-i-DB i de - -CY-1-^-
4| 15 1100 3 0.347 56 600 240 5/8 11 25
inders tak-
mo S-t- -0-f
5 20 1100 3 0.461 56 660 275 5/8 12 25
gasoline.
.  t r m  - m  a n  - l  -
6 25 1100 3 0.582 56 660 275 5/8 12 25
fold.







Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average----------- ------------------------- ----
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------- --------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------
( Maximum T emperatures; Degrees F.




Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 













































































1 0 1200 5 0 52 150 240 3/4 10 20 Weather
2 5 1200 5 0.135 52 230 360 3/4 11 20
clear.
3 "io' 1200 5 0.248 52 180 320 3/4 11 20 Electric fan
4 15 1200 5 0.362 52 160 330 3/4 H 20
used to cool 
engine.
5 20 1200 5 0.472 52 170 330 3/4 11 20
6 25 1200 5 0.588
—
52 160 330 3/4
11
20






Duration of run, minutes_______ _____
Revolutions per minute, average--------
Brake horse power, average__________
Load on brake, pounds, average--------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average----
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound- 
T emperatures; Degrees F.
IF o u r lI* * “ “ ...............................cylinder______________________
Exhaust_____________ ____________
P Efficiency Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons--------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B, 













un N o . . E ng ine____F ran k lin _____ C ond ition . B. H .P . at^?P.Q R. P. M .





















































1 0 1200 5 0 56 390 190 3/4 13 20 Cylinder
2 5 1200 5 0.135 56 460 200 3/4 13 25
Tic. 4' misse 
f ir e .
.3 10 1200 5 0.262 m " 470 200 7/81 13 25 Weather
A
5
15 1200 5 0.376 56 500 220 3/41 13 25
clear.
20 1200 5 0.518 56 660 270 3/4 14 25 __________ ___ _






Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ----------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 








































































1 0 1 1 0 0 6 0 5 6 5 0 0 4 9 0 3 / 4 1 2 2 5 Cylinder
2 5 1 1 0 0 6 0 . 1 1 3 5 6 6 2 0 6 5 0 5 /4 „ 1 3 2 5
w alls too 
hot.
3 1 0 1 1 0 0 6 0 . 2 2 6 5 6 7 7 0 7 5 0
i
3 / 4 1 5 3 0 Weather




1 1 0 0 6 5 6
1 3 0 , 2 7 . 5 .
Summary
Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average---- -^-------------------------------
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------
Maximum T emperatures; Degrees F.
?ourfflJt<f " d*r-......... — ................. ..Xj£K cylinder______________________________________________
Exhaust_________________________________________________
Efficiency Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 







"""5 01 7 8 9 2
7 7 0
zoo:




Run No. - 1-  .. Engine___ ] .^%nkl in .Condition .. 7.  . B. H. P. at 1?PP_ R. P. M.




























































1 0 1200 7 0 52 150 300 3/4 11 25 E lec tric  fa
2 5 1200 7 0.153 52 200 340 3/4 11 25
'used to cool 
engine.
3 10 1200 7 0.270 52 180 345 3/4 11 20 Weather
4 15 1200 7 0.355 52 190 340 3/4 11 20
clear.
5 20 1200 7 0.518 52 190 350 3/4 11 20
6 25 1200 7 0.645 52 220 340 3/4 12 20






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----
Revolutions per minute, average___,---
Brake horse power, average_________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average---
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound 




Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-----------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.---------
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel---------------
30::mo:
. . 7
. . 2 2 . X
_0,_780.
- ..5 2 .























































S |O c OSE
&  u 
+ *  « «3«0JXW
1 0 1100 8 ! 0 65 450 460 2 15 30 Engine be-
2 . 5 1100 7.86
8
0.213 65 550 560 2 .15. 30
came too 
warm.
3 10 1100 0.213 65 660 670 2 15 30 Y/eather







Duration of run, minutes--------- --------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_________________________ ______
Brake horse power, average---------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average----------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- -------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound--------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons----------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. ... 














iun No. 9.. Engine_________________ Condition . B. H. P. atk^ QP. R. P. M.
. Noye_m_ber_ 10 ___191 0
- 136 -

























































1. ...0.. 1100 9 0 45 150 270 3/4 15 20 Weather
.2. .....5.. 1100 9 0.127
!......
45 150 300 3/4 2 20
c l ear.
.2. 10 1100 9 0.262 45 160 210 3/4 14 20 E lec tric  fan
4 15 1100 9 0.397 45 175 300 3/4 14 20
used to cool 
engine, a ir
5 20 1100 9 0.539 45 160 300 3/4 14 20
strik in g  
side o f cy l-
6 25 1100 9 Q.674 45 170 310 3/4 14 20
lhders oh 
which ex-
7 30 1100 9 0.752 45 190 310 3/4 14 20
iiaust au xil­
ia r ie s  are
located.
\v. 110Q 9 45
To­tal 30 .0,752..
Nummary
Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average___________ .____________________
Load on brake, pounds, average -------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 










. .0 ,16 7 ..
. 1 8 2 4 0 .
12.9..
-  137 -
tun N o . . IQ.. E n g in e ,. F ran k lin ...........C o n d it io n .! ! - . B. H . P. at-!?0QR. P. M .





























































l 0 1200 11 0 47 200 500 3/4 20 30 V/eather
2 5 1200 11 0.128 47 190 300 3/4 20 30
cl ear.
3 10 1200 11 0.284 47 240 320 3/4 20 30 E lectric  fan
4 15 1200 11 0.440 47 220 370 3/4 20 30
üsëd to cool 
engine.
5 20 1200 11 0.596 47 240 390 3/4 20 30
6 25 1200 11 0.752 47 210 320 3/4 20 30







Duration of run, minutes_________ __________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average___________________________________
Brake horse power, average--------------------- ----------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average____________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total__________________________________
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------------- -------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average_______________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound---------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons--------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. 















itun N o . . . .11 Engine. Frank!in C o n d i t i o n . . b . H . P. at^QP. R. P. M .

















































C i  ^ os f> i «3«0JCXw
REMARKS
1 0 1300 12 0 53 190 300 3/4 20 30 Weather
2 5 1250 11. & l 0.170 53 190 350 3/4 20 30
clear.
3 10 1300 12 0.333 53 200 350
---------- !--------
3/4 20 30 E lectric  fan
4 15 1300 12 0.489 53 200 340 3/4 20 30
used to  cool 
engine.
5 20 1275 11. I > 0.660 53 210 340 3/4 20 30
6 25 1300 12 0.823; 53 200 320 3/4 20 30






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_________________________________
Brake horse power, average_____________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average__________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.----







lu n  N o ..  .12 E n g in e -.. .  P rank l in_____ C on d ition ..!? . B. H .P . atÀ4QQR.P.M .

























































0 1400 13 0. 43 170 260 1 20 30 Weather
! 5 1400 13 0.177 43 170 300 1 20 30
clear.
10 1300 12.06 0.305 43 210 310 1 20 30 Could not










Duration of run, minutes______________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-----------------------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average__________________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average______________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------------- ----------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average-----------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound------------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 




















THROTTLE NOTCH-7 SPARK AO VAA/CE-20 0
P R E S S U R E S
COM P R  ESS! ON S S  LBS.A? LBS.
RUN NO. 4





7 8 HP. AT
THROTTLE NOTCH-// SPARK ADVANCE 25°
PRESSURES
COMPRESS/ON  -  (oOLBS.
T H R O T T LE  NOTCH -/* SPARK
PRESSURES
COMPRESS/ON  -  SOL 85./G.N/ L B5
-  142 -
RUN NO. tO. 
//. B.H.P. AT 1200




TH R O TTLE  NOTCH-  20. SPARK
PRESSURES
COMPRESS/ ON-SO LBS. LBS.
- 145 -

















































1 0 1000 0 0 70 240 260 4.5 3 0 Holley car-
5 1000 0 0.0568 70 330 305 4.5 2 0
bufetcr.far -
3 ...10.. 1000 0 0.1136 71 346 355 4.5 3 0 Oil feeds
-4-
ft
.15. 10Q0 0 0.1630 71 355 380 4.5 3 0
per rain., 65
.arops to cy.l








...100.0. ... .0... Q.248Q 71 450 430 4,5 4 0
.1000 ... 0. 0.30.40. 71 460 470 4,5 4 0 «Ít»*>i-f- Ho. 1.




Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ----------- ----
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
......5a.
..10.00.. 
...... o. . . . . .a ;0*5.04. . 7172:
17692,
...460......470.
Run N o..2 .. EngineAuTraKar Class BCondition._P _ B.H.P. atkQOO R.p.M.

























» » * *


































3 . .1 0 . 1000 0 0.114 74 365 365
—
41 4 20 Oil. feeds....
oer min. to 
cylinders 654 15 1000 0 0.171 74 375 395 41... 4 20
ft 20 1000 0 C.228 74 400 420 41 4
drops, bear-
20 .inffs40 ..dro.Di
6 25 1000 0 0.265 74 430 450 41...! 4 20 .Ely wheel...














Duration of run, minutes____________
Revolutions per minute, average______
Brake horse power, average_________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average
Relative humidity, per cent, average---
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound 













Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
- 145 -
lun No.-3 .. Engine AuTra^ ar. Class ACondilion B. H. P. at^ ÇOO R. P. M.










































































0 0 75 235 235 250 2 1 40 B ell Carbu-
1000 0
—
0.0490 75 235 305 550 2 1 40
re fe r.
1 2 10 1000 0 0.0925 75 335 720 2
1 40 Oil. feeds to




- - - 
1000
....
0 0.1920 75 405 830 2 1 40
90. L . 60 
d r o p s ; . ,  to ...
6 25 1000 0 0.2420 75 465 830 2 3 40
i bearings
..70...d.r.Qp_a,...








Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_______ :--------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average---------- --------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
... 30









un N o .. A . .  EnginekuTraKar Class B Condition.. 0. B. H. P. at 1000 R. p. M.
Sept ember _ 7, 19 iQ.


























































0 1000 0 o . 68 275 295 555 2 i 1 40 B ell car*
>v 5 1000 0 0.071 86 515 565 795 2 i 1 40
buret or.
5 10 1000 0 0.120 88 415 455 855 2 i 1 40 Fly wheel









Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 










{un  N o . -.5  . E n g in eA u lraK ar. .C la s s .^Condition ..0 .. B. H . P. at 500. R. P. M .


























































1 0 500 0 0 88 365 475 785 2* 1 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 500 0 0.043
1-.....
88 375 325 625 2 i 1 30
retor.
5 10 500 0 0.078 88 355 355 625 2± 4 40 Fly..wheel....
Ho. 1. .








Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average------------------------.-------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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{un N o ._ 6__ Engine AuTraJiar C la ss  B C ondition_ _ 2 _ B .H .P . at?00 . R .P .M .






























































0 900 2 0 66 365 255 680 l i 1 20 B ell Carbu-...
5 900 2 0.112 66 375 355 720 l i 1 30
re tor.
. . . 1 0 .
15
900 2 0.213 66 375 365 780 l i . .J L 0 ..O.il...f.eeds ...





Test st opred cn account c f 1e ft  cy.l.inder ...
bearings 60 
..drops....... .









Duration of run, minutes_______ __________________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average__________________________________ _________
Brake horse power, average-------- ---------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average---------------------------------------- ------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.----------------















Run N o .-.7.. EngincAuTrsKar. Class. B Condition.. 2 _ B. H. P. at.^OQ R. P. M.



























































.1... ..0 900 2 0 67 195 : 195 460 1 1 40 ■B e l l - c a r b u - .
2. 5
oocn 2 0.113 67 275 255 560 1 1 40
retor.
3 10 900 2 0.192 67 315 275 650 1 1 40 Gil...feeds.....
4 15 900 2
.................
0.291 67 355 295 700
—
1 1 40
ner min. to 
!u cyl. . 6.0___
5 20 900 2 0.390 67 375 295 780 1 1 40
drops, L . c y l  
30 drops,....
6 25 900 2
..........
0.485 67 395 315
oo00 1 1 40
bearings 50 
dr.cn8.-7.......














Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total--------------------- --------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 















lun No.. 8 .. Engine.AuTraKar, Class, „BCondition..3 _ B. H. P. atiOPP. R. P. M.
. September, 7 j.. 191 0
- 150 -
























































.1. 0 1000 3 0 80 325 255 24 5 40 B ell carbu-
.2. 5 1000 3 0.071 80 425 425 24 2 40
retor.
.3. 10 1000 3 0.142 80 475 525 24
rr
0 . 40 . O il feed
...4. 15 1000 3 0.213 80 555 595 24 3 40
per min. to 
K .cy l. 90
.5. .20. 1000 3 0.270 80 565 605 2 4 40..
drops, L .cy l 
60...drops,.





7 3Q 1000 3 0.405 80 585 635 2 40 .i!ly...me.e.l...
No. 1.






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average-- ------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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1 0 800 4 0 76 275 265 380 2 4 20 .Bell.-.Qar.b.u-
retor.
2.! 5 800 4 0.085 76 475 455 660 2 6 40
3 10 800 4 0.184 76 590 565 790 2 7 40 .Oil. feeds
.4 15 600 4 0.284 76 625 595 890 2 6 30
per min. to 
L c y l .  40..
5 20 800 4 0.396 76 645 605 890 ;1-3/4 5 20
drops, L.cy. 
-20-drops,.-.
6 25 800 4 0.496 76 655 625 1-3/4 5 20
bearings 
..40...drops,..








Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________ _______
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average------------------------ -------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------
Maximum T emperatures; Degrees F.
Right cylinder_________________________ ___________________
Left cylinder------------ ------------------------------ --------------
Exhaust---------------------------- ---------------------------------
Efficiency Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 














Run N o .-.IQ - Engine4^_r-^^ .r_.Ql?.s.s..? Condition.-.*?, B. H . P, at__9_QQ R. P. M .




























































1 0 900 5 0 69 195 195 480 2 5 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 900 5 0.120 ; 69 355 315 640 2 10 40
retor.
..W.eat.her,....
3 10 900 5 0.234
1..... -
69 535 475 780 2 17 40
raining.
4 15 900 5 0.320 69 655 625 850 2 18 40 ..New...right....





























Duration of run, minutes_______ ___________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average--- ------------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average---------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average____________________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average--------------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average------------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound--------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons----------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.--------
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel----------- —
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Run N o . ..11. Engine&dTr.aKar. C lass. B C ond ition . A _ _ B. H . P. at_9_Q0 R. P. M .




























































1 0 900 5 0 74 275 255 600 2 10 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 900 4.44 0.085 74 425 385 800 2 10 40
retor.
3 10 900 5 0.171 74 515 455 900 2 11 30 O il .feeds
4 15 900 5 0.277 74 525 465 900 2 10 40
per min. to 
it.c y l., 9.Q.. 
drops, L .cy l 
60 drops,....5 20 900 5 0.341 74 615 575 900 1-3/4 14 40













Duration of run, minutes--------- -------------------------- --------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
.....30. 
886 











- 1 0 2
Run No.. 12. Engine AuTraXar Class Bcondition..6. B. H .P. at.800 R. p. M.


























































1 0 800 6 10 74 305 315 2 18 I 10 Bell.C-arbu-





3 10 800 6 0.220 75 635 515 2 18 20 O il f.ee.d.s .
4 15 800 6 0.304 75 705 545 2 1.8 20
per rain, to
cylinders
5 20 800 6 0.418 75 745 565 2 18 20
65 drops, to 
bearings 40










Duration of run, minutes--------- -------------------------- -----------------
Revolutions per minute, average--- --------------------------------------- -
Brake horse power, average--------------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average----------------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average--------------------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average-----------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound--------------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons----------------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.--------

























£ >» « « kJ XU
3 >
« >ü
















0.106 76 425 525
2 17__ I____
2 17






























Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average--- ---------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average__________________________
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 









drops, to 1. 





















Run N o.. 1*.. EngineAuTraKar.C lass.B Conditioi£*.5?. B. H. P. at_?Q0_ R. P. M.




























































0 1000 7.15 0 74 295 295 500 ;>-3/4 4 40 B e ll carbu-
5 900 6.50 0.100
!......
74 455 425 680 2>-3/4 9 40
re t or.
10 900 6.50 0.192 74 565 525 760 2>-3/4 10 20 ..Oil... feeds
4 15 900 6.50 0.326 74 605 565 800 ;>-1/2 7 20
ner min. to 
H..cyl,. 90.
5 20 900 6.50 0.380 74 625 605 820 ;>-1/2 6 20
drops, to L. 
cyl*. 60 .drop
6 25 900 6.50 0.470 74 645 615 .8.40...;>-1/2 6 20..
bearings 70 
..drops........ .








Duration of run, minutes___________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average--------- ---------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
......30 .
...9.14
.£,.5.93... . 1 5 a.0 . 5 5 5 ;
. . . . .7 4 .
ft?








Run N o . 1 5 -. E n g in e -AuTx.aKar. .Glass..BConditionô, 4 . B. H . P. at900 . R. p. M .





























































1 0 1000 7 0
—
64 175 175 675 2 13 40 B ell, carbu-
2 5 900 6.3 0.113 64 405 385 755 2 12 40
retor.
5 10 900 6.3
—
0.220 64 555 505 775 2 12 40 . .F ly ...w h e e l.. . .
4 15 900 6.3 0.326 64 645 575 805 2 12 40
Me. 3.
5 20 900 6.3 0.416 64 675 595 805 2 12 40 . .W e a t h e r .. ......
6 25 900 6.3 0.525 64 685 605 815 2 12 40
clear.
7 30 900 6.3 0.625 64 695 615 815 2 12 40






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------
Maximum T emperatures; Degrees F.




Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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jRun N o .- lô . EngineAuTraKar. Ç.lass. tìC ondìtion .6.9. B. H. P. at985_.9R. P. M.






































































0 1000 7 0 85 105 155 170 2 i 20 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 1000 7 0.100 85 575 575 770 2 i 20 .40...
retor.
1 5 10 1000
6.65 0.214 85
........
515 495 850 2 i 17 .40... .Fly wh.ee]___
15 1000 7 0.500 85 585 585 880 2 i 10 .40...
No. 2.
1 5 20 1000 7 0.582 85 625 625 850 2 16 .40...I Wea ther
6 25 950 6.65 0.474 85 645 645 880 2 18 .40...
c lear.






Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
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Run No. .17.. EngineAuTraXar Class_B Condition._?.. B. H. P. at_110PR. P. M.










































































1 0 Fly wheel
2 5 1100 9 20 20
No • 2»
............ .......
C op mereiai, rat,ing l
•X
J





Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------------- - --------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 





PE PRESEN TA  7 7  VE M CARDS 
A U  TRA HAR ENG./NECLASS-B.
r u n  n o . j
NO LOAD AT
t h r o t t l e : n o t c h - /  s p a r k
P R E S S U R E S
C O M P R E S S I O N - 4 7  LBS. 72 LBS.
RUN NO. 7 
2 BMP. A T 900 R.P.M.
T H R O T T L E  N O T C H -/  SPARK ADVAN CE 4 0  °
PRESSURES
COMPRESSION-  2 8  LBS. IQ N lT IO N -0 5  LBS.
-  161 -
R  U N  <3
L3B.H.P. AT
THROTTLE NOTCH-2 SPARK ADVANCE 40°
P R E S S U R E S
COMPRESSION- 36 LBS. 77LBS.
RUN NO. // 
S B.H.P. AT
T H R O T T L  E  N O TC H  ~/4 SPARK A  O VANCE 20°
PRESSURES
COM PR  ESS! ON S O  LBS. IG N ITIO N - 80 LBS.
RUN  NO. /4
65 a HP. A T  900 P P M .
THROTTLE H0TCH~6 ADVANCE 20°
P R E SSU R E S  
COM PRESS/OH- 4 2  LBS.
PUN HO. /7
T H R O T T L E  N O TC H -2 0  S P A R K  A D V AN CE-?0°
PRESSURES
COM PRESS/ ON3 5  LBS. /GN/T/0N-/40LSS.
-  163 -
Run N o.-JL- Engine4uTraKarClass. C Condition.. .Q. B. H.P. at.ÔQQR.P.M.










































































0 0 . 71 260 225 370 1 1 40 Q.arb.ur e.tcr.,
2 5 600 0 0.0639 71 280 205 400 1 1* ...0
B ell.
3 10 800 0 .0.1460 71 305 225 520 1 1.. ...10... Q il.fe .d ....
0.0075 ga l.
4 15 800 0 0.2080 71 320 245 640 1 1 1.0.
5 20 800 0 0.2870 71 325 255 660 1 1 10 :Fly wheel








800 0 71 Le.ft.. cylin -
30 .0,.446.0
der fired  
irregu larly,
Summary
Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons ------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 










iRun No.,.?.. Engine5P?_^ _^aX .Ç!.333.? Condition
- 164 -











































































.1 0 f 1000 0 0 74 240 205 695 1 .3 . ...10.. B ell carbu-
2 5 1000 0 0 . 0269 74 260 235 770 1 . 3... 0
retcr.





0.2620 74 290 245 525 1. 2 30
0.0262 ga l.
5 20 1000 0 0.3270 74 295 260 645 1 .2 ... 25 Flv...wheel.....
6 25
1------------
1000 0 0.4540 74 280 265 540 1 2 25
|No. 4.







Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-------- ---------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average--------- ---------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total -------- ----------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 












Run N o . . .3. _ EngindLuTraKar.OlaML_Q C o n d it ion .. O .B .H .P .  atl2QQ R. P. M .





































































1 .0. 1200 0 0 82 205 215 1 13 B ell carbu-
2 5 1200 0 0.0638 82 270 330 1 3 20
retcr.
3 10 1200 0 0.1700r « r 325 385 1 4 20 O il used
4 15 1200 0 0.2160 82 330 .380 1 4 20
0.146 g a l.
5 20 1200 0 0.2620 82 305 385 1 ■ 4 20 Fly wheel
6 25 1200 0 0.2970 82 295 390 1 4 20
pc. 4.







Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average------------ ------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total---------- -------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 






















































































1 0 800 3 0 68 195 265 935 2* 3 20 .Bell, carbu-
2 5 800 3 0.0668 68 285 325 950 2t. . 3 20
retor.
3 10 800 3 0.1376 68 303 345 920 Z i 2 30 i’ly  wheel
4 15 800 3 0.1845 68 305 347 915 2i_ 2 30
Nc. 4.
5 20 600 3 0.2410 68 318 340 915 Zi 2 30 Weather
6 25 800 3 0.3120 68 350 376 900 2 i 2 30
clear.






Duration of run, minutes___________________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 














Run N o ..  J?.. EngineluTra.K3.r_ C la ss..G C o n d it ion .. 3 . B. H . P. at90_Q. R. P. M .








































































1... 0 900 L J L 0 76 325 395 975 21.. 3 30 .Bell...carbu­
retor.
2 5 900 3 0.0673 76 365 385 9.75...
.9.75...
3 30
-3-, 10 900 3 0.1346 76 345 395 21.. 3 20 -0il...use.d___
4 15 900 3 0.1980 76 365 405 985 2*?-_ 3 20
0.0637 ga l.
.5... 20 900 3 0.2620 76 345 410 .980... .2 1 - 3 20 .lly... wheel...
No. 4.
6 25 900 3 0.3260 76 335 395 980 21 3 20







Duration of run, minutes--------- ----------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average---------- -------------------------------
Brake horse power, average----------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-----------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total --------------- -------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- --------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average-------------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound----------------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-----------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.---












—  28000 
 9 ,T
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Run No.. 6 .. Engine AuTraXar Class Ccondition..?_. B. H. P. a¿QPP. R. P. M.









































































1 0 1000 3 0 66 275 295 945 2 i 2 30 B ell carbu-
2 5 1000 3 0 . 0425 66 300 345 945 2* ...2... .30...
retcr.
3 10 1000 3 0.0922 66 315 345 945 2* ....3... ..40... .Ely... wheel--
4 15 1000 3 0.1560 66 330 375 945 ...2i 1_25... .40...
He. 4.
5 20 1000 3 0.2155 66 305 335 955 2£ ..40- .leather......
6 25 1000 3 0.2720 66 320 355 950 ...Z i. 7..30...
cloudy.






Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total--------- ---------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------




1 E fficien cy  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
.. 30
.  1000 '  
3
672~4~
0 4 7 5 ;66
.„17892;
.....5 2 5 .
....375




Run N o . ..7 .. EngineAuTraKar C la ss . C C ond ition .. . B. H . P. atUPP. R. P. M .






















































































69 265 265 955 4
.2. 10. 1100 3 0.1382 69.. .20.5. ...20.0. 955 4 .30... .Fly... wheel__
4 u 1100 3 0.2230 69 320 . 335 955 .. 2i ... 4 .30...
No. 4.
5. 20 1100 3 0.3079 69 235 ...243. 955 . . .Z i. . 4 .20... .W.eather. ......
6 25 1100 3
.......
0.3935 69 . 350 ...3.80. ...9.55.
...955.
...Z i ... 












Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 












.0 * 2 17 —  
3.4750—  : 
7..22... ;
Run N o . - .8  . EngineAU iraK ar C la s s  CCondition . 5 B.H.P. at.800. R.P.M.
. Sept, ember _ 16,_____191P.











































































2 5 800 5 0.1520 85 50.5
5 10 800 5 0.1910 84 580 455 1000 3/4 6 3.0.. O il fed O.Oi




20 800 5 0.2907 85 575 430 1000 3/4 6 .30... f l y  ^ heel
6 25 800 5 0.5404 82 595 460 970 1 6 __4Q...
No. 4.





Duration of run, minutes_______ _____________________--_____
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 














































































T . 0 900 5 0 79 165 195 1005 5 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 9^0 5 0.0709 79 300 335 905 2i_... 4 40
retcr.
3 10 900 5 0.1418 79 340 375 925 4 30 O il fed was
A 15 900 5 0.2127 79 355 . 275 945 ...2i... 4 20
0.0837 ga l.
5 20 900 5 0.2842 79 375 415 975 2i_. 4 30 Fly wheel
6 . 25 900 5 0.3690 79 . 365 ...405. 965 ...2ì... 4 30
|Ko. 4.







Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average________________________ _____
Brake horse power, average_________________________________
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 













____ ,...18.345...........1 0 .8
■
Run N o . . .10. Engine JiuT.rai.var Class. .CCondition. _ .6 _ B. H . P. atU.QQ R. P. M .





































































.1 0 1100 5 0 62 275 840 2-1/8 4 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 1100 5 0.0852 62 385 325 890 2-1/8 4 40
retor.
3 10 1100 5 0.1604 62 380 350 920 2-1/8 4 30 leather fa ir
4 15 1100 5 0.3100 62 360 355 945 2-1/8 4 40 Fly wheel




6 25 1100: 5 0.3830 62
i... ....
380 370 970 2-1/8 4 40 O il used







Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 















Run No.-.ll EngineAuÜraKaC.Glass-Q Condition...7. B. H. P. at._8QQR. P. M.









































































1 0 800 7 0 84 215 225 855 2k. ...5 40 ..Garb.ure.tQr..
2 5 800 7 0.0709 84 375 405 895 40
B ell.
3 10 800 7 0.1418 84 405 455 925 . .2 -12.. .40 Weather
4 15 800 7 0.2127 84 425 470 945 —2 i- .20... 40
clear.
Fly wheel.
5 20 800 7 0.2907 84 455 525 . 965 2k 16 .40...
No. 4.
O il fe d . ....
6 25 800 7 0.3610 84 475 535 ....975 2k 11 40...
0.09 ga l. 
..D ifficu lt. t<












Duration of run, minutes--------- ---------------- -------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ----------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average----------- ---------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 















Run No...1?. Engine AuTraKar Class Ccondition.. 7 . B. H. P. at900. . R. P. M.
Ç_eJpl?rr!’D_er'_ l9' 191 0

















































1 0 900 7 0 82 215 240 975 2*2.. ....? 40 Carburetor -
2 5 900 7 0.0851 82 37Q 415 975 Zk .....9... 40
B ell.
3 10 900 7 0.1774 82 425 ..455... .9.45 . .Z i . ...1.1. ...40.. O il fed ......
4 15 900 7 0.2765 82 425 ..455... 925 ...12.. 40
0.1487 ga l.
5 20 900 7 0.3900 82 ..455 .52.5... .9.95... . . . Z i . .18 ...40..F ly wheel...




900 7 0.6250 82 435 ..4.95. . 9.35 . 2  \ . 15 40 Weather
clear.
Av. 900 : 7 82
To­tal 30 . . . . . . . . . . J ................. 0.6250
Summary
Duration of run, minutes--------- -------------------------- --------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-----
. . . .  3 0  . . . . 9 0 0  . . .  7
1 0 4  
.0,625







-  175 -












































































.1. 0 1000 7 0 . 82 295 335 935 21... 7 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 1000 7 0.0709 82 375 445 935 21 ... 10 40
retor.
5. 10 1000 7 0.1630 82 395 478 945 21... ...1.0. 40 O il fed
4 15 1000 7 0.2625 82 415 495 935 21 ... 10 40
0.1412 gal.
5 2Q 1000 7 0.3830 82 385 515 935 21 ...
o1—
f .40 Fly wheel
6 25 1000 7 0.4185 82 415 525 ...935.. ...2A... ...10. ...40.
No. 4.






Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
..1.Q0.Q
7











Run N o. A4.. Engine AuTraKar Cl as s Acond ition_. 7.
- 176 -
B. H. P. atAA00 R. P. M.










































































1 0 1100 7 0 62 285 270 810 Z i ...O... 40 B ell carbu-
2 5 1100 7 0.1238 62 375 365 850 2 i 6 40
retor.
3 10 1100 7 0.2485 62 390 375 845 Z i 7 40 Fly wheel
4 15 1100 7 0.2837 62 405 390 870 Z i 6 40
uo. 4.
5 20 1100 7 0.4115 62 410 400 925 Z i 6 40 Weather fine
6 25 1100 7 0.4400 62 410 410 890 2 i... 7 40 O il fed was








Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average------------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average_____________________________
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- — ------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------
Maximum T emperatures; Degrees F.




Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 














-  177 -
Run N o . . l £ . E n g in e_ Au_T ra  M r . . .C.. C o n d it ion ..7- - B. H . P. atl-QQO- R. P. M .

























































.1 .. Ay 1000 7 0 . 79 305 280 24 18 40 Carburetor....
.2 .. 5 1000 ? .103 79 465 445 2 k . . . . ..1 8 ...4.0...Bell with It intake...pipe.,














. 5 1 9 5 . 
„475
79 2 k . . . ..IQ.. ..4.0...Q.il..f.e.e.d......
....0o37 -Qal.79 2 k . . . . - 1.8. . . ..4.Q..




Duration of run, minutes--------- -------------- ---------------
Revolutions per minute, average--------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-------1----------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------- -----------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ----------
Relative humidity, per cent, average---------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons--------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. 




- - - -7 3 5
: : i i ....
J S S Z .V M
t. u. l£82Q—3
- - 15.18
Run No.. -l6- Engine-AuTr&Kar. C_.lQ.gs_.CCondition.9.. - B. H. P. at_90_0_ R. P. M. 



















































1 o 9 0 0 9 0 . 8 3 2 7  5 .2 9 Û . .
.3 6 5 ...
-39 5--
- 4 3 5 - .
8 1 5 - 2 1 - 1 7 4 0 C a r b u r e t o r
2 5 8 o o 8 . 1 4 2 8 3 3 8 5 8 2 5 2 i 2 0 4 0
B e l l  
O i l  f e d  . 1 2
3 1 0 8 o o ! 8 . 2 6 2 7 - 8 ,3 -
. .8 3 -
- 4 1 5 -
. 4 .3 .5 ..
8 5 5 2 | . . . 2 0 4 0  :
G a l
? l y  w h e e l #4
4 .15... 8 o o ! 8 . . . 3 8 3 .8 1 .5 ... 2 i 2 0 4 0  ' ’¡ e o t h e r  c l e a r
.5..! 2 0 8 o o ¡....a.... , 5 1 5 - . 1-8.3—
- 8 .3 ...
- 8 .3 -
- 4 3 0 -
.44.5...
4 4 5
- 4 2 5 -
• 4 5 5 -
44Q
8 5 5
- 8 5 5 -
.8 6 5
. 2 1








C o u ld ,  n o t . . k e e : i  
s u e e d  t o  9 0 0
.6...
.7...
. 2 1 .
.3 0 ...
.8oo. .. . 8 ..... ■  6 5 8
.8 0 0 ...... ....7 . 3 8 ....
Av.
To­tal
8 X 4 8 . 1 4 8 3
3 0 ...7 . 3 8 .....
-w\ /• -
Summary
Duration of run, minutes--------- -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average------------------- ----------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 





I ?  m .
.441




































































1000 9 0 . 87 210 225 815 2 - k 12 4^ Carburetor
1 0Q0 9 ,142 87 -3-55-
375
355 885 2 i  . .13 40
Bell
1000 9 .2697 87 385 925 20 40




. . 2 0 . .
-25-
-30-
1QQQ i 9 • 539 87 400 .405 905 2 i - 20- .40
10Q0 9 .688 87 405 ...415-
-415-
935 -20- -40-






Duration of run, minutes_______ ___________________________
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total-----------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel-----
,18.1
- 180 -
Run No.-lfì- EngineiuiTraKac.Cliias.OCondìtion...^-B. H. P. atLlQQ- R. P. M.







































































1 0 1100 9 0 . 60 510 425 870 2* ....7... 40 Carburetor
2 5 1100 9 .0649 60 525 435 870 2t . 8 40
Bell
Fly wheel #4
3 10 1100 9 .1775 60 550 420 850 2.....9.. ..30 - Weather elea
4 i p 1100
1..../_—
9 .2875 60 540 429 880 2* 10 40
20 1100 9 .38 75 60 505 430 850 2* 10 40
6 2 5 1100 9 .4857 60 555 440 869 2i 20 40






Duration of run, minutes — -----------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 





S : b :
- 181 -
Run N o ...19- Engine_AuTroKa_r .Clas.s _QCondition..10. B. H. P, atlQQQR. P. M.






















































0 1000 10 0. 69 205 195 945 2* 20 40 Carburetor
2 .5. 1000 10 .1205 69 3^5 350 . 945 . 21... 20 40
Bell
Fly wheel #4




945 2 1 ... 20 .40- Weather clouc.
4 15. 1000 10 .3405 69 945.... . .21... 20 40 Lost 1 minutei■
5 20 1000 10 .447 69 455-. 445 945.... 21 20. 40
account, wires 
disconnection
6 25 1000 10 . 5 5 3 . .435... 445 945... ...21... 20 40 Lost 2 minutei








Duration of run, min 
Revolutions per min 
Brake horse power, ;





H<î. ftvp.racip .... - —  20.8
Gasoline consumed, gallons, tot 
Temperature of air, degrees F., 
Relative humidity, per cent, ave
Roafind Traint> nf fvn»l R t 11.. nf
al _______ __ _ _____..659
averag
r a d p.
ip . _ _ —  69...
—  9 2 . . . . .
► r nmtnH L78.92.—
j Maximum T emperat 
Right cylinde
T off r\r1inrlpr








l^ino r>rtncnm/»H t\<> T* R TT P. hr.. da.llons ... ....._.a.32vjajuuuv t4***vv* • — f 1 O — — ~
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u.------------ ----
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel----------------- ------
1.4 Ko.. 9 
--17.55







































































.223 69 610 4 12 40 Fly wheel "4
.302 69 575 4 12 40 Weather cl©ar
5 20 1000 10 .401 69 625 4 20 40 Graphite
6 25 900 10 .488 69 635 4 20 40 mixed with o i l  in lubri-







Duration of run, minutes-- ------ -----------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------- ----------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 




"  7488 
7
— -^119
1 3 IQQ—_ 
-1 9 -7
183 -
Run N o .- -2 L  EngineâuTr.aKar..Qlas3..C C o n d it ion ,1 0 -B .H .P . a t liO O R .P .M .
























A l i ” .intake .pipe..applied..wi











































Duration of run, minutes---------------------------------------------
Revolutions per minute, average_____________________________
Brake horse power, average------- ----------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average------------- ---------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------




R E fficiency  Data
Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
—15—
1100.....
= i s £>4— _
— 46a— . 
— 45a—  
—7-oa—.
_____ .204
22.450 —  ......LU-38
- 184 -
Run No..22.. EngineAuTraifer .Class Ç Condition.il.. B. H. P. atJllOQR. P. M.












































































m d  0 2
:.c.ial...r.s
ie-inch










Duration of run, minutes_______ ...------------------------ --------
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
185
Run No.. 23_ Engine AuTraKar. _Cla 3_s_ CCondition.. 15B. H. P. atUP.Q R. P. M.



















































































Duration of run, minutes_______ ____________________________
Revolutions per minute, average-------------------------------------
Brake horse power, average-----------------------------------------
Load on brake, pounds, average-------------------------------------
Gasoline consumed, gallons, total------------------------------------
Temperature of air, degrees F., average-----------------------------
Relative humidity, per cent, average--------------------------------
Heating value of fuel, B. t. u., per pound-----------------------------





Gasoline consumed per B. H. P, hr., gallons-------------------------
Heat units consumed by engine per brake horse power hour, B. t. u. 
Thermal efficiency, ratio of energy developed to energy in fuel------
39-9.
-  186 -
REPRESENTATIVE MA CARDS 
AU TRA KAR ENGINE CLASS-C.
RUN
THROTTLE N O T C H -3  SPARK  ADVANCE 30°
PRESSURES
COMPRESS/ON-RS LBS. /ON/T/ON- 60 L BS.
RUN NO. 10
T H R O T T L E  N O T C H S  SPARK ADVANCE 30°
PRESSURES
COMPRESSION-40 LBS. IONlTION-105 LBS.
187 -
RUN NO. !4






COMPRESS I ON -SO LBS. IGNITION-136 LBS.
- 188 -
R U N  NO.
/O 3.H.P. A T  /lOO F?.P. M.
t h r o t t l e  No t c h -(osp a r k
P R E S S U R E S
COM PRESS/ON~SSLBS. T/ON- /SO LBS.
RUN NO. 20
JO B.HPAT 1000 R.P.M.





































































































































































































































G E N E R R L  S U M M A R Y
"
G E N E R A L  S U M M A R Y  OF R E S U L T S  
or

























5 s k k  























































































/ 22 60/ 0.364 86 200 150 /5 /o 4 FAN SCHEBLLR OH 7
2 30 700 0.660 75 200 175 12 /o 4 / / 0.396
3 z z i 777.5 2.49 0344 0.467 446 . 78 750 675 8 30 i SELF / 0.2094 S i 680 4/4 0./45 0252 4 /7 78 550 4 7 5 n 30 i !• ,/ 0.087
5 3 0 5 9 3 3.02 0.687 0338 6.00 /OZ 350 2 5 0 20 20 i FA N / 0.352
6 25 33/ 3.90 0.466 0.286 8.04 66 4 00 3 0 0 20 20 i / / _ 0279
7 22 700 3.66 0.468 0.348 5 2 9 80 3 7 5 350 21 /o i / / 0.326
8 13 i 748 53/ 0.212 0./77 /3.03 74 350 2 7 5 10 30 i / // 0.127
<? 30 678 436 0.63/ 0218 /0.60 72 3 7 5 3 50 20 20 i / / 0318
/O 5 860 7.4S COMMERCIAL RATING 76 20 20 l SELF // COMM.
RATING
191
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i l I g !j  S
/ 30 800 0 0204 34 330 320 7 7 125 KINGSTON
2 i f /ZOO 0 0.503 43 370 270 /5 4L 15 „
3 30 800 2 0.337 0.337 044 32 7/0 550 8 /Z /.O M
4 30 /OOO 2 0284 0.284 8.22 50 110 530 n 42 LO H
5 30 800 4 0.425 0.2/3 m l 50 // 20 LO *
l 30 /000 4 0.41/ 0200 n.35 38 /o 4 L LO *
7 30 /OOO 5 0.5Z4 02/0 H./O 43 7/0 800 /3 33 LO H8 ZO /OOO 6 0.425 0.2/3 10.45 45 500 1/0 H> 33 LO »
4 30 /zoo é 0.088 0.224 /O.ZO 4 1 U O 800 25 4 2 LO H
10 15 /zoo 7 0383 O.Z/4 /O bi 41 550 720 20 30 LO H
II ZO /500 tu COMMERÜRL 34 28 4L 125 H
n ZO /400 4 R R T î HGl 54 28 4L 125 N
192
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W l ìk  O
$
s i1 5§ g<0 <s> I I¡ 3k  CjSS S H^
/ J o /zoo 0 Olila 43 J(oO 750 4 25 0.15 F ß N m m  u n
2 30 / .zoo 3 0.852 0.5IL 4.5 37 zoo 3 5 0 /o /O 0.75 „ _______ “
3 3o n o o 3 0104 0.473 4-4 5t> i4 0 280 / / 25 OMIS SELF ________u.____
4 3o 7200 5 M i 0.Z18 8 5 5 2 230 3(oO / / 20 015 EAU ________ U._____
Ó 235 /zoo 5 Ohio 0244 45 5C> L',70 270 /3 25 015 SELF ________ U._____
é /3 noo (o 0.275 0.184 IZ .Í 5t> 770 740 75 30 0.15 0
7 3o /zoo 1 0.780 0223 /04 5 2 2 ZO 3 5 0 // 20 0.75 EAU ________a_____
S //5 /0 4 5 7.48 0214 0.I& Ì / i l 45 570 700 75 30 2.0 S£LE ------------ a--------
4 30 n o o ? 0.152 o.H7 13.4 4 5 140 3 / 0 /4 20 0.75 EA U ________ U.------
70 30 /2 0 0 // 0.408 0./L5 /Ó.8 4 7 2 4 0 3 9 0 20 30 0.75 tt ------------ a------ -
// 30 /Z84 / / ? LO 0./Í4 13.7 5 3 2 /0 3 5 0 20 30 0.75 ___ * ------------a--------
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G E N E R R L  S U M M R R Y  O F  R E S U L T S  
o r









GALLONS. s  -ülg ^
^  53 S  g





















S  %k  o
1
è




¡5k  Èk  k  k  S I
/ 30 soo 0 0.44L 7/ 325 Z¿>0 ¿>70 / 0 to B E L L 0.0075
z 30 1000 0 0.4% 74 3/5 270 770 2 25 LO /' 0.028,2
3 30 /zoo 0 0454 82 330 390 4 20 /O / 0/46
4 30 800 3 0347 0.23/ 945 70, 350 37¿> 900 3 30 2.25 R
5 30 900 3 0383 0255 9/0 76 3(5 4/0 485 3 20 2.5 „ 0.0¿>37
6 30 /000 3 0347 0.232 /OOO u 335 375 455 3 30 2.25 „
7 30 n o o 3 0.475 03/7 7.32 8,9 355 380 955 4 30 2.25 /
8 30 800 5 04S2 o m /Z05 83 410 485 /000 0 30 2.75 // 0.04
4 30 9 00 3 0.4/8 0/8,7 13.88 79 375 430 /005 4 30 2.5 „ 0.0837
/o 30 n o o S 0.532 0.2/3 /ONO u 385 375 940 4 40 2/25 „ 003
n 30 800 7 0.400 0/35 m o 84 475 555 985 /z 40 25 ,/ 0.04
12 30 900 7 0525 0./78 13.04 8Z 455 525 975 /z 40 2.5 * 0/487
13 30 1000 7 0.440 0./40 %SÙ 8Z 4/5 525 445 /o 4 0 25 // 0./4/Z
!4 30 n o o 7 0358 0./54 /4.55 u 4/0 4/0 4Z5 ó 40 25 // 0./Z0
/S 30 /ooo 7 0.535 0./53 /5J8 74 !8 40 2.75 // 0.0b 37
/¿> 30 8/4 8/4 0.738 0.181 /Z78 83 445 455 205 20 40 2.5 // o./zo
1730 /OOO 4 0.8Mo 0.181 12.81 37 405 4/5 435 20 40 25 //
/8 30 //oo 9 O M 0.134 KM 00 5 5 5 4 4 0 880 20 40 2.75 //
/4 30 IOOO !0 0(49 o m n.35 ¿4 405 4 7 5 945 20 40 2.5 //
20 26 /ooo m 0.488 0/14 m o 09 ¿>35 ZO 40 4.0 //
2/ IS n o o !0 0.5/0 0.204 /1.38 66 4 (,0 4 5 0 700 /3 40 2.75 SCHEBLER
22 15 n o o n COMMERCIAL R A T IN O  W ITH  / "  P I P E lo B E L L
23 5.5 n o o 15 » // // /¿ * " 1.25 SCHEBLER
24
26
DlSCtlSSIOh O I  results OF RACK TESTS,:
Power:




Sheffie ld  ho. 14, 4.00
Sheffie ld  ho. 26, 4.86
Buda wo. 14, 6.00
Franklin, 11.90
AuTraKar, Class '*BM, 0.9O
AuTraKar, Class "CM, 10.00
The above table shows the Au Tra Kar, Type ”CH, 
eng.ne to be the most powerful in re la tion  to its  weight. 
The Franklin engine is very nearly equal to i t ,  but in 
its  case part o f its  good showing must be attributed 
to extra cooling and also to its  being a four cylinder 
engine. The superiority o f the Type HC" engine over 
the Type "B" engine is due to the mechanical perfection 
of the former, which w ill  be discussed la ter.










The maximum thermal e ffic ien c ies  found were as




Sheffie ld , No. 14, 
Sheffie ld , No. 26, 
Buda, No. 14, 
Franklin,
AuTraKar, Class "B", 
AuTraKar, Class WCM,
13*85 at 3*87
I 3.O3 at 5•3Ó
1X. 3^  at 4.00
16.70 at §.00
15.09 at 6.9019.00 at 9.83
The Au Tra Kar, Type "C", engine ranks f ir s t  as 
an e ffic ie n t  engine, with the Franklin second. Its  
thermal e ffic ien cy  of 19 percent is very high for a 
small a ir  cooled gasoline engine. The superiority o f 
th is ermine over the Type "BM is o f interest since it  
shows the advantage o f a long stroke and o ff-s e t  c y l­
inders;. These are the only essential d ifferences be­
tween these two types of engines and yet the la tte r  is 
25 percent more e f f ic ie n t .  The longer stroke gives a 
greater turning moment at the crank shaft, a more com­
plete expansion of the gases, and a higher piston speed 
which tends to check the heating of the cylinder walls. 
The center lines of the cylinders o f the Type "C" engine 
are each o ff-s e t  one inch in the d irection  o f rotation.
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Thus the pistons trave l through a distance greater 
than the diameter o f the crank c irc le , which shortens 
the length and weight o f the engine for the given 
stroke. As o ff-s e tt in g  decreases the angularity of 
the connecting rod at the time o f expansion, i t  re­
duces the side pressure o f the piston against the 
cylinder wall and thus reduces the fr ic t io n  loss and 
heating.
The Buda engine is  quite sim ilar to the Au 
Tra Kar, Type "CM, but is in a much less mechanically 
developed state. Its  crudity is  shown by its  lower 
e ffic ien cy , i t  being the poorest of a ll.
The summary sheets show that the to ta l gaso­
line consumption o f a l l  these motors was nearly as 
great under ligh t as under fu l l  load, thus making the 
ligh t load e ffic ien cy  very low. This is  true o f a l l  
small gasoline engines and, to a certain extent, of 
large ones as w ell.
HsaUiag ol(&Uaaasa.:
The Buda engine showed the greatest heating of 
cylinders. When under heavy load its  temperature
quickly reached from 700 to 800 degrees and i t  frequently
sta lled  from over-heating. The c r it ic a l temperature 
for th is  engine seemed to be about 775 degrees Fahr. 
P re-ign ition  occurred near th is point and the engine 
died. The force feed o il in g  system seemed to be sa tis ­
factory, but the poor construction of the pistons, c y l­
inders, and valves caused the trouble.
The Franklin engine has an auxiliary exhaust, 
which is supposed to prevent overheating, but the tests  
demonstrated that th is was of slight value. The summary 
sheet on page 192 shows that th is  engine heated excess­
ive ly  under load, unless an e le c tr ic  fan was used to 
cool i t .  The fan attached to the engine i t s e l f  is very 
unsatisfactory fo r  cooling purposes.
The Sh effie ld  No. 26 was the most susceptible to 
overheating o f the cylinders; i . e . ,  i t  died at lower 
temperatures than the other types. At temperatures 
above 400 degrees Fahr. there was considerable back 
f ir in g  and f ir in g  through the carburetor. I t  was nec­
essary to use an e le c tr ic  fan for cooling in order to get 
the fu l l  30 minute runs. When running under ligh t load 
in the car on road runs the heating e ffe c t  was not so 
extreme and did but l i t t l e  harm.
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The comparison of the heating o f the Au Tra 
Kar, Type "B", and Type "C" engines is  o f in terest 
for i t  shows very c learly  the mechanical superiority 
of the la tte r , due to its  o ff-s e t cylinders, long stroke, 
and general workmanship. The fan used in Type "C" 
engine’ s fly-wheel also helped, as is shown on page 
, o f th is report in the discussion o f the special 
fly-wheel tes ts . The temperature o f Type "C" engine 
wa3, in most of the tests , below 4^0 degrees Fahr.
This temperature in no way in terfered  with action of 
the engine as pre-ign ition  did not occur un til a tem­
perature of 700 degrees was reached. The Type "B" 
engine heated much more and gave trouble, due to pre­
ign ition , when heavily loaded. I t ,  however, was 
superior in this respect to both the Buda, Franklin, 
and Sh effie ld .
a m :
The Sheffie ld  Mo. 14 engine has a speed range o f 
from 800 to 1,000 R.P.M. with but l i t t l e  f le x ib i l i t y .
The Sheffie ld  Mo. 26, 2-cycle engine, is  a much lower 
speed engine, its  maximum being only about 800 R.P.M ., 
and its  norma,1 speed about 675 R.P.M.
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The Franklin engine gives its  best results at 
about 1,200 R.P.M. and does not run well at less than 
1,100 R.P.M.
The Buda engine has a somewhat larger speed 
range. Its  best operation was shown at about 1,100 
R.P.M. and it s  maximum at l,b00 R.P.M.
The Type "C" and Type "B” Au Tra Kar engines 
showed sim ilar speed characteristics. The Type "CM 
was, however, more f le x ib le ;  i . e . ,  load could be 
carried at any speed from 800 to 1,100 R.P.M. though 
the best results were obtained at the la tte r  speed.
GQMTRQL:
The summary sheets show that in many o f the tests 
the preva ilin g  th ro ttle  notch and spark advna.ce were 
not proportional to the load carried . This was es- 
pecia lly  true of the poorer engines. For example, 
the Buda engine, required a wide th ro ttle  and an ad­
vanced spark under any load. The Sheffie ld , No. 26, 
was the hardest of a l l  the engines to control. Con­
stant adjustment of the carburetor, th ro tt le  and 
spark was necessary, in order to hold the speed con­
stant. This wa3, of course, due to a certain extent, 
to the lack o f a fly-wheel.
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The Franklin engine had a speed regulator 
attached, but th is was cut out during the tests and 
the governing done by the operator. As is shown by 
the summary sheet, its  regulation was satis factory.
The Au Tra Kar, Type "C", engine was very much 
easier to control than the Type "B". The summary 
sheet shows its  th ro ttle  and spark positions to be 
very nearly proportional to the loads. The Type "B" 
results were irregu lar. For example, in run No. 10 
at 5 B.H.P. the p reva iling th ro ttle  notch was l8 and 
spark advance 40 degrees, while in run No. 14 at
6.6 B.H.P. the p reva ilin g  th ro ttle  notch was 9 and 
the spark advance 20 degrees. This variation was 
due mainly to heating o f the cylinders.
In general the control of the Au Tra Kar, Type 
"C", engine was superior to that o f a l l  the other 
engines tested.
spi m i* R TEST:
In order to determine the proper size of car­
buretor for the Au Tra Kar, Type "C", engine a special 
test run was made with th is engine equipped with a 
1-1/4" Schebler carburetor and a 1-1/4" in le t  pipe..
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Carburetors:
1 — B ell 1-inch,
2 — Holley 1-inch,
3 - -  Schebler 1-1/4 inch.
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Flywheels used in Flywheel Test.
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In th is run a B.H.P. o f 15 was carried, but the engine 
overheated quickly and died a fte r  a few minutes. I t  
was plain that the larger carburetor, while capable o f 
increasing the power o f the engine, decreased its  
e ffic ien cy  and was en tire ly  impracticable fo r  actual 
service. T ria ls  were then made with a 1" carburetor 
and 1-1/4" in le t pipe, and also with a 1-1/4" car­
buretor and a 1" in le t pipe. The f i r s t  o f these gave 
p ractica lly  the same results as the standard equipment 
and the second caused overheating.
The proper arrangement for th is engine is a 
1" carburetor and a 1" in le t pipe made with as few 
bends as possible.
S im A L  m-WHEKL TEST:
The proper weight and s ty le  o f fly-wheel to use 
on small gasoline engines is a subject o f which very 
l i t t l e  investigation has ever been made. Some makers 
of these engines advocate heavy wheels and some ligh t, 
and there is also a variance o f opinion regarding the 
proper arrangement of the fan blades. This subject 
is one o f extreme importance since on such a motor 
no more weight than absolutely necessary is  wanted and
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the fan is one o f the most v ita l parts since the power 
i 3 usually lim ited by the cylinder heating. In order 
to determine the best fly-wheel, a series of tests 
were ran with four types o f fly-wheels on the iu Tra 
Kar engines. These are shown on page 203 and th e ir  
dimensions are given on pages 208 tc 210.
No. 1 was a cast wheel weighing 6o pounds with 
fan shaped to force a ir  over engine. No. 2 was lik e  
No. 1 except that i t  weighed 67-1/2 pounds. No. 3 
was a cast wheel weighing 56 pounds with fan shaped to 
suck a ir  over engine. No. 4 had a steel rim with broad 
steel blades autogenously welded into i t .  I t  weighed 
70 pounds and was shaped to force a ir  over engine.
The velocity  of the a ir currents around the engine 
wa3 measured at the various speeds by means o f 3” 
anemometers. The sheets on pages 208 tc 210 
show the direction and ve loc ity  o f these currents.
No. 1 and No. 2 are a like  since the only d ifference in 
these wheels was in the weight. A ll were tested on 
the Type "BM engine, except No. 4, which had to be 
tested on the Type HCH engine because o f the fan blades 
requiring a large clearance.
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The results obtained with No. 1 and No. 2 show 
c learly  that the la tte r , which is  heavier, is  much 
the better. Run No. l 6 with fly-wheel No. 2 gave 
an e ffic ien cy  of 15*09 percent at 6.9 B.H.P. This 
is an increase o f about f iv e  percent in horsepower 
and 17 nercent in e ffic ien cy  over the best run ob­
tained with the ligh te r  fly-wheel. The no load runs 
also gave very conclusive evidence o f the superior­
ity  o f the Nq. 2 fly-wheel. With th is i t  was possible 
to run at any speed, from 500 to 1,000 R.P.M. and the 
gasoline consumption was only 60 percent as great.
With both No. 1 ana No. 2 the a ir  was forced 
over the engine irregu la rly . As shown in the diagrams, 
the most o f the a ir  passed over the top o f the l e f t  
cylinder. As a consequence, the top of the other 
cylinder and the bottom o f both were not properly 
cooled. As an e ffic ie n t  fan fly-wheel No. 4 wa3 very 
such superior to a l l  others. Its  great advantage lay 
in the fact that i t  threw a ir  both under and over 
the cylinders quite uniformly and at a high ve loc ity . 
The maximum ve loc ity  was about 60 percent greater, and 
in general, its  e ffic ien cy  was over 100 percent greater 
than the No. 1 and No. 2. The directions o f the 
currents over the le f t  cylinder with the No. 4 wheel
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was just the reverse of that induced by the to. 1.
The high e ffic ien cy  of the ho. 4 resulted in a marked 
reduction in cylinder heating. The Ho. 3 fly-wheel 
gave very poor results as i t  did not/ cool the engine 
properly. The a ir v e lo c it ie s  induced by i t  were 
very low.
The a ir current diagrams indicate that the 
th eoretica lly  correct arrangement of the fins on on 
a ir coded motor is the spiral. The longitudinal 
fin  is more nearly correct than the circu lar one, which 
is  ord inarily used.
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GENERAL GOIiCLUSIONS:
In selecting a type c f gasoline section 
car for any given te rr ito ry  the follow ing iteras should 
be taken into consideration:
(1) Maximum grade.
(2) leather conditions.
(3) Need of power driven machinery 
for screw snike work.
(4) Need of car serving as a 
work train.
(5) Density c f t r a f f ic .
(6) Proximity of shops.
These w ill  be discussed in the order given
above.
in te r r ito r ie s  with grades of one percent 
or over, particu larly  long heavy graces, a car snculd 
be used which has an engine with su ffic ien t reserve 
power. The tests demonstrated that no type excent 
the Au Tra Kar. would g ive satis faction  under such con­
ditions. However, in a f la t  te rr ito ry  an overpowered 
car would be a waste c f money, both in f ir s t  cost and
cost o f coeration, unless the surnlus newer were a va il­
able for some ether purpose, as w ill be discussed 
under item four.
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Weather conditions e ffe c t the selection of 
a car since a water cooled motor is impracticable where 
the temperature goes below freezing. Under such con­
ditions trouble, due to the freezing of radiators, 
would be a constant source of expense. On the other 
hand, under certain extreme heat conditions, a water 
cooled engine might have a certain advantage, however, 
in general i t  may be said that a water coded engine is 
impracticable for railroad gasoline motor car service.
On certain te r r ito r ie s  where screw spike 
track is to be maintained, i t  is a very great advantage 
to have a car with su ffic ien t power to drive the tools 
used in placing these spikes. The nature of the work 
makes i t  p ractica lly  impossible to do i t  by hand and 
the use of tools, driven from a section car, would be 
very much cheaper than the use o f special car.
On certain divisions i t  might also be 
advantageous to have a. car of su ffic ien t power, so 
that i t  might pull several loaded push cars, thus dis­
pensing, at times, with a work train.
These last two conditions are fu lly  met by 
the Au Tra Kar and are not met by any of the other type 
o f cars tested.
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The density of t r a f f ic  e ffec ts  the selec­
tion of a car, in as much as on the te rr ito ry  where a 
great number of trains are moving nothing but a ligh t 
car should be used. A heavy car is  d i f f ic u lt  to re­
move from the track quickly. In th is respect the 
Sheffie ld  No. 26 car is  superior to a ll others because 
of its  very ligh t weight.
The presence of shops in the v ic in ity  of 
the te rr ito ry  where a car is to be used, may, at times, 
make a d ifference in the type selected, in as much as 
i t  is possible to have a more complicated type on the 
d ivision  where repairs may be made in the shops than 
on some isolated d ivision  where a ll  repairs would have 
to be made by the section men, who as a rule are net 
mecnanics. d6re again the Sheffie ld  No. 26 car has 
a great advantage .because of it s  simple two-cycle 
engine, which is free from valves and gearing.
The. rack tests o f the motors indicated that 
the Au Tra Kar, type "C" engine, was extremely e ffic ie n t  
for a lig h t a ir  cooled motor. I ts  maximum thermal 
e ffic ien cy  o f 19 percent was extremely high and shews 
a very great perfection o f design. The comparison of 
the type "B" and type "C" engine indicates the advantage
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o f an o ffs e t  crank shaft and a long stroke in such a 
motor.
The power of a ll small a ir  cooled motors 
is  lim ited  by their over-heating. The lim itin g  tem­
peratures o f most o f the engines tested was about 700 
degrees Fahrenheit, at which point pre-ign ition  occurred 
and the engine scon stepped. The lim itin g  termperature 
of the two-cycle engine was, however, lower, being only 
about 450 degrees. A fter th is engine reached th is 
temperature back f ir in g  through the camk case and car­
buretor occurred and soon steeped it .  In as much as 
heating is c f such great importance in a ll a ir  cooled 
motors, the design of the radiating fins should be very 
carefu lly  considered. Special tests  on this point 
shew that the fins should be arranged in spirals around 
the cylinder and not at right angles to the cylinder, 
as most engines have them. The f ly  wheel should be 
made with as large blades as possible and sc shaped as 
to drive the a ir over one meter.
